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"MUSIC IS THE UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE OF MANKIND,"
WhenPrestigeSoftwareInternational'"introducedMasterpiece'/Net,wewereconfidenttheglobalfinancialharmonyitofferedwould
drawapositivereception.Butevenwewereoverwhelmedbytheravesitreceived.FinancialmanagersfromLosAngelestoLondonapplauditsglobal
functionality.ItsastonishingrangeletsthemseamlesslymanageworldwidebusinessoperationsovertheInternet/Intranet.
Masterpiece/Netallowsanyoneatadesktoptosharedocumentsacrosstheenterpriseandaroundtheglobe.Itsupportslocaltaxationmethodsand
accountingpracticesinplacesasdiverseasParisandShanghai.Anditmonitorsbusinesseventstogettherightinformationtotherightperson.Like
lettingtheappropriateemployeeknowapurchaseorderawaitsapproval.Oracustomer'sbalanceexceedstheircreditlimit.
u' 1998 Computer Associates International. Inc. AR product names referenced herein are trademarks of their respective companies.

K L I W
"With its ability to support high- volume

Insurance

processing in multiple currencies and

"Masterpiece /Net

languages, Masterpiece provides the ideal

has enhanced the
performanceofour

financial management solution for our
multinational operations."
KIM
The Netherlands

financialmanagers
throughout the enterprise

bygiving them access to
commonfinancial
data over the Internet."
FAI
Insurance
Sydney, Australia

ITT Systems
"For a financial software system with the sophistication,
versatility and depth of Masterpiece /Net, we were astonished
at how fast Prestige had it all up and running."
ITT Systems
Colorado Springs, Colorado

"MASTERPIECE'/NET IS THE UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE OF FINANCE,"
Thefactis,ourversatilesoftwarehasbeenacclaimedforeverythingfromitsforecasting
powerstoitsYear2000andEuroreadiness.
Ifyou'dliketofindouthowwellMasterpiece/Netcanperformforyourfinancialoperations—and
howamazinglyfastallitsfunctionalitycanbeimplemented—callusat1-800-753-4321,andvisitour
websiteatwww.presbgesoft.com.Bothwil bewellworthyourtime.
Andyoucanquoteusonthat.
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A DIVISION OF COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC
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tion technology offers some predictions
where technology is heading and advice on
how your company can plan to meet the
challenges.
Lybrand Bronze 94edal

31AREYOUREALLYMANAGINGYOUR
igCORPORATERESOURCES?
BY ROBERT SKINNER
Most financial and accounting managers
are using the latest computer technology to
manage their physical assets, but many
may not be aware of the latest tools that
can be used to manage their most important asset: employees.

Beprepared:ITisonthefasttrack.

25 37ALLABOARDFORTHEEURO
ANETTE W. ESTRADA, CPA; SUSAN
Ig BY
W. MARTIN, CMA, CPA; AND SANDER S.

The first woman president of IMA is an
energetic Robert Half executive who
loves to travel and enjoys meeting IMA

WECHSLER, CPA
Will your company be ready when the
European Monetary Union launches its
new monetary unit, the euro, on January 1,
1999, as the single currency for Europe?
Experts say that the cost and complexities
associated with conversion could well
exceed those of the Year 2000 for many

m e m b e r s. S h e d e sc r i b e s h e r g o a l s fo r

c o m p a n i e s. S o m e o f t h e i s su e s t h a t m u s t b e

1998 -99.

addressed are described here.

20PAMPRINTSTEWART,
IMAPRESIDENT, 1998.99

25ITPLANNING:IT'SFOREVERYBODY!

Ig
Cover:Members of the
OCEO,IMRs governing
body. See p. 20.
(over photo by Curtis
Compton, Atlanta, Go.

BY DAVID R. FORDHAM, CMA
The accelerating pace of change in the
global marketplace is making information
technology planning a necessity —even for
small corporations. An expert in informa-

42THESOFTWARESIDEOFEMU
GREEN
Ig ThereRICHARD
are special issues you must solve to make
sure your financial systems are ready to deal in
euro. Here are some guidelines that can help
start the process.

Authorization to photocopy items for internal or personal use, or the internal or personal use of specific clients, is granted by the
IMA to libraries and other users registered with the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) Transactional Reporting Service, provided that the base fee of $3.00 per copy, plus 30¢ per page, is paid directly to CCC, 222 Rosewood Drive, Danvers, MA 01923.
ISSN 0025 -1690, $3.00 + 30¢.
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We Guarantee That
His LIFO Figures

Are Correct.
His Golf Score —

As a golfer, he worries about things like sand traps, water
hazards, and getting caught kicking his ball out from behind
trees. As a controller, one thing he doesn't worry about
is his LIFO a ccou nting. T ha t's beca u se he u ses Lifo Systems,

the nation's largest firm specializing exclusively in LIFO
accounting.
With Lifo Systems, the accuracy of his LIFO figures is
guaranteed, free defense is provided in the event of an
audit,�and�his�LIFO�reserve�is�protected�—�even�if�improper
applications in the methodology were made in the past!*
Along with offering everything needed to convert to the
IPIC /LIFO method, Lifo Systems provides services and
software that improve the predictability of his computations
and save him hundreds of costly man -hours in the process.
Time savings, money savings, protection from audits — with
Lifo Systems handling his LIFO accounting, he's free to focus
on other things.

Now That's

Like getting rid of his slice...

Another Story...

Lifo Systems. Because there's more to life than LIFO.

To get a FREE analysis of your current computations, call
1- 800 - 806 -7626, extension 17 or visit our website at
www.lifosystems.com today!

6000 Western Place, Suite 800, Fort Worth,TX 76107
Phone: (800) 806-7626 Fax: (817) 731 -9812
E -mail: sales @lifosystems.com
www.lifosystems.com
'Per Rev. Proc. 97-37
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E -mail: Editorial, ma @imanet.org; Advertising, ipceima @class.org.
47THENEWBREED
Leading the development of new financial
and marketing intelligence systems now
are a combination of finance and IT
managers —the hybrid manager. These
"hybrids" are in demand because they
are knowledgeable in both finance and
computer technology.

Columns
6 PERSPECTIVES

2STRATEGICSOFTWARESELECTION
ROBERT WEST, CPA, AND
Ig BY
MUR R E L L S HI E L DS
Can the chosen vendor be a strategic
partner and support the future needs of
your organization?
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18 NEWS

Challenges and opportunities —in 1998 -99.
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Free virtual seminar series.
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Accounting negligence: how serious is it?
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Offering internships.
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conference.
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Introduction to enterprise -wide cost
management.
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CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES -IN 1998.99
I am very honored to be your IMA President for the
1998 -99 year. We continue to have many challenges
and opportunities as the IMA evolves in its role as
the premier organization for professionals in management accounting and financial management. We
expect to continue to expand our horizons and
spheres of influence, servicing our members and customers in fields outside of the traditional "accounting" role.
Our new governance structure took effect July 1,
and I am anxious to see where it will lead us and
allow us to go. Our goals are clearly set in our Long Range Strategic Plan,
and the Office of the CEO and our new Board of Directors will lead us into
the 21st Century.
We will be placing greater emphasis this year on our chapter system with
the help of our regional executives. They are a key link in the success of the
IMA at the local and regional levels. And we are upgrading our educational
products as well as providing alternate delivery systems to service our
members' needs.
We continue to increase our presence on campuses around the country
with our Academic Mentor program and student services such as the student magazine and Web site, both appropriately named imastudents.org. And
our video series, which features top financial executives sharing their views
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on the financial professional's role in a corporation, is rea dy for distribution.

I expect to be visiting many colleges and universities this coming year to
bring the IMA message to these future leaders in our profession.
My personal goal is to make the IMA experience fun. We should leave an
IMA meeting or program looking forward to the next one!
—
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Sept em ber 1, 2, 3 a nd O cto ber 6, 7 , 8
SQL Financials' International and Management Accounting
Magazine present a new Virtual Seminar Series: web.works.
Sit in on this interactive seminar, from the convenience of your own
phone and desktop browser, to learn about how the web can go to
work for you. We don't mean how to surf sites or how to make pretty
web pages. We're talking serious business here...
It's about insight from industry leaders, such as Chuck Martin, author
of The Digital Estate and founding publisher of Interactive Age. It's
about tackling enterprise -wide, business productivity issues, using
real -world examples —like employee self- service, procurement, and
enterprise budgeting. Best of all, it's about catching hold of that all
illusive payback on your internet technology investment.
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web.works —it just might prove to be the best lunch -hour workout
you've ever had. For more information, call 1 -800- 437 -0734 or
visit our website at www.sglfinancials.com.

www.mamag.com

3950 Johns Creek Court • Suwanee, GA 30024 • Tel 1.800.437.0734 • Fax: 770.291.8599 • www.sglfinancials.com
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Stephen Barlas, Editor

ACCOUNTN
I GNEGLIGENCE:
HOWSERIOUSISIT?
The most controversial aspect of the
SEC's new proposed three - pronged definition of "improper professional conduct" is that it opens the door to SEC
disciplinary action against accountants
who are negligent. More specifically,
the SEC wants to be able to bar an accountant from practicing before the
SEC —that is as far as its disciplinary
authority goes —if the accountant
makes an "unreasonable violation of
applicable professional standards that
presents a substantial risk, which is either known or should have been
known, of making a document prepared pursuant to the federal securities laws materially misleading."
Both the American Institute of CPAs
and SEC Commissioner Norman Johnson think the SEC should leave these
types of violations to state boards of
accountancy. Rich I. Miller, general
counsel and secretary at the AICPA,
says his group will propose an alternative formulation of that negligence language. The SEC proposed the new definition in the wake of two decisions
from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia. The Court argued
that the SEC's rules on misconduct are
unclear. In the cases the Court ruled
on, one of the key questions was
whether the SEC should be able to discipline an accountant who is simply
negligent. The four SEC commissioners
who voted in favor of this proposal obviously think negligence deserves the
Commission's attention.
While the AICPA, Commissioner
Johnson, and others will argue that
most forms of negligence should be left
to state authorities, they probably will
agree with the other two prongs of the
8
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proposed misconduct definition. One
category includes unreasonable violations of applicable professional standards that demonstrate the accountant
lacks competence. The other specifies
"intentional or knowing violations, including reckless violations, of applicable professional standards."
The SEC's misconduct standard can
be used to discipline management accountants, says Michael Kigin, associate chief accountant at the SEC. It
would come into play when a management accountant, who is a CPA, was
found to have violated federal securities laws and GAAP.

Y2KNOTOK
The Securities & Exchange Commis
sion did not wait long to decide that its
revised Staff' Legal Bulletin (SLB) No.
5, issued last February, has done nothing to convince corporations that they
need to upgrade their Y2K disclosures
in their MD &As and elsewhere. SEC
Commissioner Laura Unger told a Senate hearing in June that the agency
would soon issue an interpretive release on Y2K disclosure.
Expect some further guidance on the
meaning of "materiality." SLB5 said a
company should make a disclosure
about potential costs of fixing (or failing to do so adequately) the Y2K problem if those costs could be material.
Some have interpreted that to mean
that if a company has a remediation
plan or insurance coverage, well, then,
they can ignore the materiality standard. Unger made it clear that that is
the wrong interpretation. She said the
interpretive release also would make
clear that in addition to considering
costs, companies must determine materiality based on the potential consequences of inadequately resolving their

Year 2000 issues. It is not clear what
"potential consequences."
Unger appeared before the Senate
Banking Committee's Subcommittee on
Financial Services and Technology,
which is chaired by Sen. Bob Bennett
(R.- Utah). Bennett has been pushing a
bill called the Computer Remediation
and Shareholder Protection Act — called
the CRASH Protection Act —which includes a tougher disclosure standard
than what is in SLB5. Pressure from
Bennett led to the SEC upgrading its
Y2K disclosure and issuing SLB5.
The SEC's decision to put out an interpretive release was fueled by the results of an internal study of filings of
more than 1,000 corporations by the
Division of Corporation Finance. Unger
said the report shows many more companies now are making Y2K disclosures. "But much of the disclosure is
not informative," she added. She hypothesized that many companies may
not make significant disclosures because they are afraid that forward looking disclosures would be a lightening rod for the plaintiffs' bar. That
explains why many companies who
said they did not expect their Y2K
costs to be material also made cautionary disclosure that the company may
be materially affected if third parties
with whom it has a material relationship are not Year 2000 ready. This
"cautionary language" gives them ostensible protection under the safe harbor provision of the Private Securities
Litigation Reform Act of 1995.
Steven Hock, president of Triaxsys
Research LLC, supported the results of
the SEC study. His company looked at
the disclosures of the top 250 Fortune
500 companies. "Nearly half disclosed
no information or so little information
that it is impossible to glean anything
meaningful from the securities filing
about their progress or costs in addressing the Year 2000 problem." The
other 136 companies provided some
disclosure but not much. Hock said,
"When analyzed collectively, the data
disclosed by these 136 companies reveal that the largest public companies
in the U.S. have made remarkably little progress on Year 2000." ■
St e phe n Barl as is a j ournal ist wi th more
than 17 years of expe rie nce re port ing from
Washington, D .C.

The Most Important Tax and Compliance Seminar You Will Attend This Year!
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For the past 15 years, the American Payroll Association has offered Payroll Professionals the best training possible to meet
year -end deadlines. In just one day, APR's Preparing for Year -End and 1999 presents the latest changes in legislative and
regulatory issues such as IRS Reform, New Hire Reporting, Cafeteria Plan Election Cbanges, Form W -2 Reporting, Preparing
for the Tear 2000, and more. Learn how to avoid costly year -end problems by attending Preparing for Tear -End and 1999!

The price of this one -day program is far LESS EXPENSIVE than any noncompliance penalty you may incur.
Can your company afford not to attend APA's PREPARING FOR YEAR -END AND 1999?
T HRE E � DI F F E RE NT � Y E A R� - E N D � CO URS E � C URRI C UL UM S � —
General Industry • Government/Public Sector • Accounts Payable/Disbursements
1 C L A S S E S N A T I O N W I D E!
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Founded by the Amcrican Payroll Association

Nat i onal Payroll Week
S 4p1 8,1998
WORKING
®
AMERICA

`Y, FO BY' NE AMERICAN PAVaoII

"worki ng fo r Ame rica"
M

• September 14 -18, 1998

National Payroll Week is a public awareness campaign that dedicates five working days
each year to honoring the more than 130 million men and women whose tax
contributions support the American Dream and the Payroll Professionals who are
dedicated to processing those contributions.
To celebrate National Payroll Weds, visit our Web site for information and look for
announcements in USA Tbday (9/14), Forbes (9/7), Business Week (9/14), Newsweek Business
( 9 / 7 )
, Thee Hill (9/ 16) and R R Magazine (September).

"This week provides a welcome opportunity to recognize our nation's payroll professionals for the vital role they
play in maintaining the smooth functioning ofour payroll tax�withbolding�system,"—�President�Clinton,�1997

Visit our Web site at www .americanpayroll.org/npw.htmi
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serve as mentors. Under the guidance
of a more tenured accountant, interns
gain an immediate sense that they are
making a contribution to the company.

Keep the mundane to a minimum.

I am an accounting manager with a midsized farm in the San Francisco Bay Area
and need to hire more entry -level accountants in my department. I thought it might
help to establish an internship program. 1 remember how important my college
internship was in launching my career, and Td like to offer the same opportunity to
accounting students at the local university. What should 1 consider before coordinating an internship program?
Max Messmer, Editor

Offering internships.
As you recall from personal experience,
internships offer future accountants
the chance to "get a foot in the door" in
the business world and learn not only
the policies and procedures of the
accounting and finance industry but
also how to work in a professional
environment. Internships can be an
excellent way to recruit and retain
skilled labor, boost internal morale by
bringing in people with enthusiasm
and fresh ideas, and develop strong
ties with local colleges.
In today's high employment market,
employers looking to get a head start
on recruiting top -notch college graduates have begun creating innovative
apprenticeships as an enticement, increasing the competition for interns.
Therefore, in setting up your program,
you may need to go above and beyond
what your first employer offered you as
an intern.

Colleges as partners. The first step in
developing your program is to establish
strong working relationships with local
colleges and universities that coordinate internships. If the college has a
career placement center, contact its
director. Likewise, get to know the
chair of the school's accounting program. You may want to attend networking functions sponsored by student business fraternities or
accounting associations. Participating
in a career fair or giving a speech to
students about working in the accounting field are two additional ways to
build name recognition on campus.
Position yourself and your organization
10
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as a business resource, and respond to
colleges and universities as though
they were potential clients.

Clarify objectives. Just as you would
not hire a new employee without first
developing a job description, so, too,
should you clarify objectives for those
positions to be filled by interns. Develop a list of goals, tasks, and projects to
be accomplished, and determine a reasonable compensation policy. The
amount you pay interns may vary
depending on their level of academic
and work experience. Verify with the
coordinating university that students
will receive course credit for their
work. Then schedule an initial meeting
with students before the start of their
internships to review their responsibilities and corresponding performance
measurements. Interns and their
supervisors should meet regularly to
ensure that assignments proceed on
schedule, questions are answered, and
performance issues are addressed.

More than a supervisor. Mentoring is
an essential part of a strong internship
program. A survey commissioned by
Robert Half International found that
94% of executives polled believe having
a mentor is important for professionals
just beginning their careers. Appoint
one or two staff members as mentors
for each intern to provide individual
attention and training.
Mentoring will not only help in the
intern's professional development, but
it can significantly boost the morale
and productivity of staff members who

Offer interns a variety of hands -on
assignments in accounts payable,
receivable, and general ledger to help
them become familiar with all areas of
a typical accounting department. Keep
clerical tasks to a minimum —the
internship is designed to provide an
education. Try to incorporate interesting projects and activities that will
both maintain their interest and help
them develop new skills. Matching,
batching and coding invoices; overseeing check runs; and posting payments
are potential responsibilities.

Adding value. The most meaningful
internship programs feature value added opportunities for participants.
Remember that interns are just starting out in their careers and can benefit
from some "real world" advice and networking opportunities. You may want
to offer interns the opportunity to
attend networking functions. They can
be as simple as a brown -bag lunch featuring a speaker and time for interaction or as formal as an after -hours dinner. Regardless of the event, be sure
that interns have an opportunity to
mix with other accounting and finance
professionals.
Interns make excellent candidates
for full -time positions. Regardless of
whether or not you plan to extend an
employment offer, be sure to conduct
an exit interview to provide interns
final feedback on their performance as
well as gain valuable insight to help
you improve your program's success.
Internships are a valuable asset to
any finance department or organization. By creating a quality program
you will have the opportunity to
recruit and develop the accounting and
finance leaders of tomorrow. ■
Max Me ssmer i s chairman and CEO of
Robe rt Hal f I nt ernat ional, I nc., pare nt company
of Robert Hal f,® Accountemps,® and RHI Manage ment Resources.® RHI is the world's first
and l argest spe ciali zed staffi ng fi rm pl aci ng
accounting and finance professionals on a full time, t emporary, and project basi s. Mr. Mess me r's most recent books are The Fast Forward
MBA in Hiring (John Wile y & Sons, Inc.) and
Job H untin g for Dumm ies"' (IDG Books
Worldwide).
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TRA197:EDUCATIONTAXINCENTIVES-PART3
In the May and June 1998 issues we
reviewed two of the new tax incentives
created by TRA '97: the Hope Credit
and the Lifetime Learning Credit
(LLC). This month we will review the
third tax- favored vehicle, called an
Education Individual Retirement
Account (Ed -IRA).
Beginning January 1, 1998, taxpayers may contribute up to $500 per year
to an Ed -IRA for a child under age 18.
The Ed -IRA is a trust or a custodial account created by contributors for the
purpose of paying the qualified higher
education expenses of a designated beneficiary. Parents, grandparents, other
family members, friends, and a child
himself/herself may contribute to the
child's Ed -IRA, provided the total contributions do not exceed the $500 limit.
The definition of certain terms such
as qualified higher education expenses,
modified adjusted gross income (AGI),
and qualified institution are the same
for the Ed -IRA as for the Hope and
LLC with one exception. Qualified higher education expenses for Ed -IRAs also
include room and board expenses if the
following two criteria are met: (1) the
designated beneficiary is enrolled in a
degree, certificate, or other program
leading to a recognized educational
credential at an eligible educational
institution, and (2) the student carries
at least one -half the normal full -time
workload for the course of study
pursued.
Similar to the education credits, the
amount that a taxpayer is permitted to
contribute to an Ed -IRA is limited if
modified AGI exceeds certain threshold
amounts. For the Ed -IRAs, however, the
$500 annual contribution is phased out
for single filers with modified adjusted
gross income (AGI) between $95,000
($150,000 for married taxpayers filing
jointly) and $110,000 ($160,000 for
married taxpayers filing jointly). Tax12
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payers with modified AGI over
$110,000 ($160,000 for married taxpayers filing jointly) are not allowed to
make contributions to an Ed -IRA on behalf of any other individual. (Note: The
AGI phaseout range for the Hope and
LLC are considerably lower).
Requirements. The Ed -IRA trust document must provide the following:
• All contributions must be in cash;
• No contribution may be accepted after the beneficiary attains age 18;
• Annual contributions may not
exceed $500 (except rollover
contributions);
• The trustee must be either a bank
(as defined under Code Sec. 408(n))
or other person who demonstrates
an ability to properly administer the
trust;
• No portion of the trust's assets may
be invested in life insurance
contracts;
• The assets must not be commingled
with other property, except in a common trust or investment fund; and
• Upon the death of the designated
beneficiary, any balance remaining
to the credit of the beneficiary must
be distributed within 30 days to the
beneficiary's estate.
In addition, Congress provides that
any balance remaining in an Ed -IRA
must be distributed (or rolled over to
another beneficiary) by the time the
beneficiary becomes age 30.
Another restriction is that no contribution can be made by any person to an
Ed -IRA established for a beneficiary
during any tax year in which contributions are made by anyone to a qualified
state tuition program on behalf of the
same beneficiary.
Similarities to a regular IRA. There are

a few similarities between the Ed -IRA
and a regular IRA. For example, the
same mechanism that discourages taxpayers from circumventing the $2,000
annual limit on regular IRAs applies to
annual contributions greater than the
$500 limit on Ed -IRAs. Specifically,
Code Sec. 4973 imposes a 6% excise tax
on excess contributions. An excess contribution is (1) aggregate contributions
for the benefit of a particular child in
excess of $500 for a calendar year and
(2) contributions during the year made
to a qualified state tuition program on
behalf of the beneficiary. If the excess
contributions (and any earnings attributable to them) are not withdrawn from
the child's account before the tax return
for the year is due, the excess contributions are subject to the 6% excise tax
for each year the excess amount remains in the account.
Also, like a regular IRA, an Ed -IRA
will lose its tax- exempt status if it engages in a prohibited transaction or is
pledged as security for a loan. Prohibited transactions include loans and the
use of account assets by the beneficiary
or a fiduciary.
Other issues. There are several other issues about an Ed -IRA. First, contributions to Ed -IRAs are nondeductible, but
they are treated as completed gifts. Annual contributions are eligible for the
$10,000 annual gift tax exclusion under
Code Sec. 2503(b) and are excludable
for purposes of the generation - skipping
transfer tax.
Second, amounts deposited into an
Ed -IRA grow tax -free until distributed,
and the child will not owe tax on any
withdrawal from the account if the
child's qualified higher education expenses at an eligible educational institution for the year equal or exceed the
amount of the withdrawal. Also, distributions are considered to consist of principal (which, under all circumstances, is
excludable from gross income) and
earnings (which may be excludable
from gross income under the Ed -IRA
rules). If the beneficiary's qualified
higher education expenses in a year
equal or exceed total Ed -IRA distributions for that year, the distributions are
excluded from the beneficiary's gross
income. Unlike the requirement for the
Hope Credit, students do not have to be
enrolled on at least a half -time basis
for distributions to be tax- exempt.
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• Enhances Efficiency – by eliminating the inefficient and time consuming processing of paper timecards.
• Reduces Errors – with on-fine timecard prompting and validation.
• Provides Timely Reporting – with daily updates and "early
warnings" that advise of potential overruns on jobs or contracts.
• Complete Auditability – audit trail of all changes.
• Remote Capabilities – support access from multiple remote sites
through LAN, WAN or Internet.
• Security Features – include log -in password protection and
comprehensive, controlled access options.
• Direct Interface to Accounting Systems – including JAMIS,
JAMIS Open, and leading third-party accounting software.
• Complete Open Systems Support – through utilization of
proven UNIFACE application and development technology.
Call us today for more information on the solution to all your
automated time tracking needs.

JAMIS Timecard ... put an Efficiency Expert on your team.

With F9 you'll never type another
General Ledger number into a report.
Accounting systems are great for aquiring and storing data.
Where they tend to fall down is getting that data back out in a
useful format. Our research found that most financial reports
were created manually in a spreadsheet, often requiring days of
input, or at the very least, a combination of complicated import
and parsing routines with extensive manual input. The result is
an error - prone, cumbersome report that has to be re- created
from scratch every month.

With F9, you'll create amazing
reports.
F9 puts an end to that cycle. F9 was designed from the
ground up for accountants and financial executives who

requi r e m or e power , flexibility and formatting
capabilities than their current accounting system is able
to provide. Unlike other reporting applications that
require you to adapt to their complex and un- intuitive
interface, F9 uses your favorite Windows spreadsheet. That
means minimal learning curve and maximum leverage for your
current skills. With F9, there are no limits. Any report, including
production reporting, Executive Information Systems and
budgeting applications are all possible. Call us to find out more.

Synex Systems Corp
1. 800. 663.8663
eMail synexsys @synex.com
www.F9.com
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Third, the $500 limit is per beneficiary, not per tax return, so a single person
or married couple can evidently set up
as many Ed -IRAs for as many different
beneficiaries as they choose. Likewise,
an individual can set up his or her own
Ed -IRA and take advantage of potentially tax -flee earnings.
Finally, assets that remain in an EdIRA after the beneficiary finishes postsecondary education may be disposed
of by the beneficiary in one of two
ways. First, the amount remaining
may be withdrawn for the designated
beneficiary. The beneficiary will be subject to both income tax and to an additional tax of 10 %. Alternatively, the
amount remaining in an Ed -IRA may
be rolled over into another Ed -IRA for
the education of another beneficiary in
the beneficiary's family. The benefit of
this is that any amount distributed
from an Ed -IRA and rolled over to another Ed -IRA for the benefit of the
same designated beneficiary or certain
members of the designated beneficiary's family is not taxable. An amount is
rolled over if it is paid to another EdIRA on a date within 60 days after the
date of the distribution. Also, the $500
annual contribution limit to Ed -IRAs
does not apply to these rollover contributions. One precaution is that a person can only make one rollover per 12month period. But a trustee -to- trustee
transfer between IRAs has no rollover
restrictions. Families with many children should be able to use multiple EdIRAs by combining them for the use of
the younger children or grandchildren
under these rollover provisions.
The education provisions of TRA '97
can mean tax savings not only for the
taxpayer with children in college or
graduate school, but also for those who
pursue further educational and training opportunities. Although the Ed -IRA
is somewhat limited as the contribution is limited to $500 per child (under
age 18) per year, there are no restrictions on who can contribute. Undoubtedly, the benefit will be an important
tax consideration to taxpayers in the
current and future years (or until Congress changes the provisions).— Jennifer
C. Proctor and Anthony P. Curatola
Jennifer C. Proctor is V ertax Fe llow, Drexel
Unive rsit y, and Anthony P. Curatol a is the
Jose ph F. Ford Profe ssor of Account ing, Dre xel
Universi ty, Phil adel phia, Pa.
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trategic Cost
Management
Robin Cooper and Regine Slagmulder, Editors

INTRODUCTIONTOENTERPRISE-WIDECOSTMANAGEMENT
cost information.
Achieving an effective enterprise -wide accurate
The second philosophy that must be
approach to cost management requires
critical changes in the way that managers think about cost management. In
particular, they must cease to view cost
management as an accounting or finance issue and instead see it as a managerial one.
There are two critical aspects of the
transition to a managerial approach to
cost management. The first deals with
ensuring that the firm's approach to
cost management provides benefit to
the users in the strategic business units
(SBU) where the cost models are located. The second deals with ensuring that
the approach provides benefits to the
central cost management group.

Providing local benefit. An axiom of cost
management design is that all well -designed cost systems provide local benefits. The corollary is that if they do not
provide such benefits, they are doomed
to failure. Failure is certain because,
without local benefit, the users at the
SBUs find no incentive to maintain the
local cost model and keep it accurate. To
help ensure local success, the firm must
adopt two philosophies.
The first philosophy is that the SBUs
own the local models. That is, they have
responsibility for both their design and
upkeep. Giving the SBUs design responsibility ensures that they will build the
model to provide the cost information
that they need to become more profitable. Furthermore, it ensures that the
cost models capture local conditions and
idiosyncrasies enabling them to report
16
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adopted is that the user must collect the
data that are fed into the local model.
Historically, accounting (or finance) has
been responsible for the collection of
cost information because it needed that
information for financial reporting purposes. As the cost of data collection and
manipulation was high and the financial reporting was mandated, it was natural that accounting was given primary
responsibility for cost information collection and manipulation. The problem
is that the dictates of financial reporting are very different from those of
strategic cost management. For financial reporting purposes, cost information
can be highly aggregated, historical, and
periodic. In contrast, the cost information required for management purposes
must be disaggregated, current, and
timely. Consequently, the cost information provided by the financial reporting
system is of little value for cost management purposes.
Today the cost of data collection and
manipulation is low, so a new approach
to cost information can be considered. In
this approach, the users collect all of the
cost information that they require and
use it to help them improve their performance. This detailed information
then can be forwarded to accounting
where it can be aggregated for financial
reporting purposes. There are several
obvious benefits to this data collection
approach. For example, the information
collected will be current and timely and
specific to the individual SBU. In addi-

tion, giving the SBUs responsibility for
the upkeep of their models means that
they will monitor the validity of the information that is being fed into the
model. Such monitoring is critical if the
model is to remain accurate over time.
But there is one significant implication to letting the SBUs collect their
own data — namely that cost information
will become more widely available in
the firm. In many firms today, cost information is considered strategically
sensitive and is available to senior managers only. In contrast, in the new approach the workforce will have access to
the cost information that they need to
help them improve their performance.

Providing central benefit. The problem
with developing local models in isolation is that they typically cannot be aggregated at high levels to provide a central perspective on the sources of
profitability and on the relative performance of the local business units. The
problem stems from differing model
structures and definitions of activities.
For example, the costs of engineering
support might be included in the primary manufacturing activities at one locality but treated as a separate activity in
another locality. Attempts to compare
the relative performance of the two localities will fail unless the person performing the comparison has highly detailed knowledge of the two models and
can make the required adjustments.
To avoid this problem, the firm must
discipline the local models so that they
can also be used centrally. There are
two primary disciplines that are required. First, the local model activity
structures must articulate with each
other. Second, they must have common
activity dictionaries.
An activity structure details the relationships among the activities in a cost
model. A common activity structure is
necessary for any form of consolidation
to be meaningful. A common structure
does not mean that the local models
have to be structurally identical, just
that they can be made identical through
consolidation. This equivalence at an
aggregated level is acceptable because
typically the SBUs require greater activity detail than the central group. The
central group can thus dictate a high level activity structure that satisfies
central requirements and that is relatively simple. The SBUs can customize

their models within the constraints of
the central activity structure so that
they provide them with the desired local
benefits. They achieve this objective by
creating a more detailed local activity
structure that can be collapsed into the
high -level structure of the central model. For example, the central model for a
bank might identify the activity "fund
transfers," while a local model might
identify three different fund transfer activities —"teller transfers," "ATM transfers," and "phone transfers." At the local
level, cost information is collected about
the three different types of transfer, but
at the central level only the activity
"fund transfers" is identified.
An activity dictionary defines the activities that are used in a cost model
and identifies the major resources that
they consume. A common activity dictionary is necessary if the activities at
both the local and central levels are to
be comparable. The common activity
dictionary must identify the allowable
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ties. The mutually conclusive and exhaustive nature of the enterprise -wide
activity dictionary creates a significant
challenge for the central group. It must
identify all of the major activities that
are performed by the firm at all of its
locations and the major resources they
consume. The common activity dictionary then must identify the relationships between the activities and the resources they consume.
The strategic business units should
create their own activity dictionaries
that describe the activities in their local
models and the resources they consume.
These local dictionaries play an important role in ensuring that when activities at two SBUs are compared, meaningful comparisons can be undertaken.
The degree to which the central group
disciplines the SBUs to maintain common local activity definitions is a matter of judgment. The SBUs might use
different terminology and have sensible
reasons for different activity definitions.
The primary risk of forcing definitions
at too low a level is creating "term
wars" where the various SBUs fight
over whose terms are better. The primary risk of forcing common activity dictionaries is a loss of flexibility at the SBU
level.
It is only with the creation of these
two disciplining mechanisms that effective enterprise-wide cost systems can be
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developed. These disciplines must be developed in such a way that they do not
overly constrain the designers at the
strategic business unit. If these designers feel excessively constrained, they
will begin to perceive that the models
they are developing are suboptimal and
provide little local benefit. The seeds of
failure have been planted. In contrast, if
the central disciplines can be designed
so that the designers at the SBUs feel
free to design the systems they need,
then success of an enterprise-wide cost
management system becomes possible.

The next step in the development of
an effective enterprise-wide cost management system is to differentiate between strategic costing and operational
improvement. This differentiation is the
focus of next month's column. ■
Robi n Coope r is professor of manageme nt,
Pe t e r F. Drucker Graduat e M anage me nt Ce nt e r,
Cl aremont Graduat e Uni versi t y, and honorary
visiti ng profe ssor of st rat egic cost manageme nt
at Manchester Busi ne ss School.
Regine Sl agmulder i s profe ssor of manage me nt
account ing, Til berg U niversity (the Ne t he rl ands) ,
and visit ing profe ssor at t he Universi ty of Ghe nt
(Belgium).
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ANINVITATIONTOSOFTWORLD

FREEVIRTUALSEMINARSERIES
SQL Financials International and
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® are presenting a three - session virtual seminar
series called web.works. Based on the
theme "How to Achieve Real Payback
from the Internet," this free, interactive seminar will take place from 11:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Eastern Time, Sept.
1 -3 and Oct. 6 -8, 1998, via the Internet
and teleconferencing services. Participants can opt to attend part or all of
any session.
Chuck Martin, author of The Digital
Estate and founding publisher of Inter actiue Age, will open the seminar by
emphasizing the need for organizations
to embrace the Internet as a new environment with enormous potential for
conducting business. Martin will provide seminar participants with insight
on how companies must fundamentally
change the way they do business to
take full advantage of the Web. He will
explain that the 'Net is a totally new
environment, not simply a place to
extend existing business.
Next, SQL Financials' Vice President
of Marketing Steve Hornyak and Director of Product Marketing Bobby
Clay will discuss trends in Web- collaborative procurement. They will cover
the advantages of electronic procurement, including the ability to automate
the process of ordering and receiving
nonproduction goods and services, reducing maverick buying, and slashing
the time and cost involved. CLARUSE- Procurement technology will be
highlighted.
Session two discusses how to use Internet technology to improve responsiveness and service to employees
while reducing administrative paperwork and phone calls for the human
resources, payroll, and benefits departments. SQL Financials' CLARUS
HRDirect intranet product is featured.
Session three of each series explores
the benefits of enterprisewide budget18
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between the academic and corporate communities.
The submission deadline is Dec. 1,
1998. Submit outline or abstract to:
Rebecca A. Kerr, CPA, Midlands
Technical College, P.O. Box 2408,
Columbia, SC 29202. ■
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ing that puts a real planning tool into
the hands of the people directly impacted. The discussion will focus on
how the Internet addresses enterprise
planning deployment challenges.
CLARUS Budget is featured.
To register or for more information,
visit SQL Financials' Web site
(www.sqlfinancials.com) or MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING'S Web site (www.mamag.
com) or call 1- 800 - 437 -0734. ■

AN INVITATION FOR
ACCOUNTINGEDUCATORS
The Institute of Management Accountants' Committee on Academic Relations invites you to submit a one -page
outline or abstract on a current topic
in the areas of accounting and/or financial management education, management accounting and/or financial management practice, or related business
issues for roundtable discussions at the
IMA Annual Conference in Seattle in
June 1999. Although the Committee
wants the majority of the topics for the
1999 discussions to be related to education, other topics of interest to this
diverse group of participants also will
be considered.
Here are the major details
•

•

•

The roundtable discussions will
be held from 10 a.m. until noon
on Sunday, June 20, 1999, at the
Annual Conference in Seattle.
Presenters and other participants
may register for Sunday only, if
they wish, at a one -day rate of
$195. This registration will be good
for the entire day's events, which
include not only the roundtable discussions but the other technical
sessions and the Family Event at
the end of the day.
Although it is expected that many
of the roundtable topics will be presented by academics, the Committee encourages joint presentations

IMA members are invited to attend the
Softworld in Accounting and Finance
show (formerly SoftEx) that will be
held Sept. 1 -2, 1998, in New York City;
Nov. 4 -5, 1998, in Los Angeles; and Feb.
17 -18, 1999, in San Francisco. About 70
of the top vendors in the finance and
accounting software field exhibit at the
show and hold demonstrations of their
products. The show is unusual in that
participants have the opportunity to
hold in -depth conversations with vendors of their choice as well as network
with their peers in the software selection process.
A new addition to the show is an Executive Program, a two -day set of briefings targeted to senior financial and
information technology executives who
want a look at current trends and issues in the market. The GartnerGroup
will kick off the program with a
keynote session to be followed by a presentation on the EMU (European Monetary Unit) and a discussion of technology strategies by a representative of
Microsoft. Sessions on the second day
will be led by Decision Drivers, a GartnerGroup company, and will focus on
specific software selection issues.
For more information, call 1 -888776 -3839 or visit the Softworld Web
site at www.softinfo.com. ■

WHEREARETHEJOBS?
If you're looking for the hot jobs in accounting, they're in accounts receivable, accounts payable, and payroll, according to a Robert Half International
survey of 1,400 CFOs nationwide.
Robert Half Chairman and CEO Max
Messmer says that "growing companies
require skilled accounts receivable professionals, including collection specialists and department managers, to
process and oversee incoming payments for products and services. Also,
they need accounts payable personnel
to monitor an increasing number of
payments to creditors." Cost accounting

demand is down from last year, but the
segment still continues to grow, albeit
at a slower pace.
And in what industries are these
jobs? Wholesale and business services
firms are experiencing the most demand for accounts receivable staff, and
professional services and retail are seeing the greatest expansion in accounts
payable. Transportation and professional services firms want payroll
professionals.
Regarding location, the Middle Atlantic states are the hottest for accounts receivable. The East and West
South Central regions are the most lucrative for accounts payable. And the
West South Central also has high demand for payroll specialists.
For more information about the
International Hot Jobs Report, visit
www.rhii.com. ■
BALANCED SCORECARD
TECHNOLOGY COUNCIL BEGINS
Gentia Software and Renaissance
Worldwide have formed the Balanced

Scorecard Technology Council, an industry forum that will provide worldwide access to best practice information and resources for automating the
Balanced Scorecard management approach. The Council will provide access
to Balanced Scorecard research and
promote ongoing dialog among
members.
The Council's Web site (www.balanced
scorecard.com) will provide access to
case studies, white papers, and best
practices on applying technology to automate the Balanced Scorecard. The
Council also will host a users' forum on
an as- needed and quarterly basis. For
more information or to join, call (781)
224 -0750, or fill out a membership form
online at the Web address above. ■
MANAGING YOUR TIME
For those of you who are fans of
British humorist and management guru John Cleese (Fawlty Towers, Monty
Python, A Fish Called Wanda) and who
would enjoy some lighthearted tips on
how to manage your time, you may

want to find out more about Cleese's
video training series titled Unorganized Manager.The three -part series
teaches managers how to organize and
manage themselves and those they
supervise.
The series format is laugh and learn
with Cleese starring as St. Peter giving
advice to a fictional manager who has
a premature heart attack because of
self - inflicted pressure at work.
Here are some excerpts from his Top
10 Time Management Tips: List your
tasks. Categorize each as active or
reactive. Determine the importance
and urgency of each. Post a slavering, bloodthirsty Doberman at your
closed office door. If you must count
paper clips, count quickly. Delegate
the tasks you really enjoy. Be sure
your team is "up to scratch." Don't
create unnecessary muckety -muck.
Agree on targets. Remain available
for questions and advice.
For information, call 1- 800 - 553 -0091,
ext. 2929, or visit Video Arts' Web site
at www.video- arts.com. ■
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The Solution toManaging, Reporting and Planning
CorporateLeases and CapitalObligations
WorthITLeaseManagerisa comprehensive Lease Management,Financial
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It allows you to:
• Save valuable time and effort compiling Lease obligations reports.
• Build a central repository of your company's lease, loan and mortgage portfolios.
• Allocate lease costs effortlessly and compile detailed budgets and G/L posting reports.
• Plan cash requirements to take advantage of buy -out options.
• Simulate cost and cash flow impact of proposed new leases, loans and mortgages.
• Analyze lease distribution by business unit, requisitioner, lender and other criteria.
• Monitor expiration dates and prevent costly automatic extensions.
• Track assets and lien agreements to protect your property rights.
• View images of leases and other documents on -line with WorthIT Image Gallery
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Pam Prinz

Stewart
IMAPRESIDENT
1998-99
popular to blame Hollywood for cultural mispercepi
s
tions and stereotyping. But new IMA President Pam
Prinz Stewart has a vision of what ought to be —on the
silver screen as well as within the IMA. She recently sat
down with MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING to discuss her vision
of the profession, her goals, and her enthusiasm.
PAM PRINT STEWART: It's a sad truth
that the world looks at accountants as
people through the old stereotype —
people with green eyeshades and pocket protectors ... nerds. When you look
at TV programs and movies, how are
accountants portrayed?
In the movie, Dave,a few years ago,
the lead character pretends to be the
President of the United States. When
he puts together the federal budget, he
brings in his accountant friend played
by Charles Grodin. Charles Grodin! He
drives an old car, works in a scruffy
office, and is not polished in any way.
And the world thinks that's what an
accountant is. He sticks his nose in
some books, and then the boss gets all
the glory.
Here's what I'd like to see: In the
Indiana Jones movies, Harrison Ford is
an archeologist —and aren't they dry
people? The next time I see a Harrison
Ford action/adventure film, I want him
to play an accountant. Maybe that
would show the world how fun - loving,
adventurous, and personable we really
are. And if Hollywood can cast Tom
Cruise in the The Firm as an honest
attorney —not the typical adjective
20
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attached to the legal profession —they
can certainly make accountants more
interesting.
MA:Other than in Hollywood, how is
our profession seeing a dramatic
change in the roles of accounting and
finance professionals?
The traditional role of "accountant" is
fast fading into the land of dinosaurs.
And that's why our members really
need to broaden their exposure educationally and on the job to develop a
whole new set of skills. Many of them
are traditionally unprepared in softer
skills, communication and writing. Most
of our members have not been trained
in these areas because it's not what
they had done in the past. But it is
what they are being asked to do today.
We need to educate our members
that this is what corporate America —
and industry —is looking for in today's
financial professional. They're looking
for people with a broader base of skills
who can communicate, write, and talk
clearly to executives outside of the
financial arena.
Today's financial professional can be

WhenIgraduated,only
found working on project teams in
many corporate departments: information technology, marketing, sales or
manufacturing, as well as in accounting. As a result, their ability to understand and communicate with nonfinancial people is as critical as making
their product —the financial numbers —
understood.
Among the changes today is that
finance professionals tend to deal with
forward- looking information rather
than historical data as in the past. The
new financial professional is more
closely tied to the senior management
of a company. They're now saying
things like, "Okay —we know what the
numbers are, and here is what we
might do with them," rather than historically, "Here are the numbers; you
guys figure it out what's next." They're
being included in these conversations,
decision - making processes, and in
strategic planning.
As a profession, we're much more
involved today in strategic planning.
Until recently, "accountants" would
prepare numbers and would look at
last year vs. this year, or actual vs.
budget, and would leave it to the top
leaders of their company to define
strategy. Today our people are not only
explaining the numbers but making
recommendations to the CEOs and
COOS. That's a new step for us.
Another example —we are now totally linked to information technology.
Decisions that were out of our hands
five or 10 years ago —what new systems or software are needed —used to
be handled by people in the IS area.
Finance executives need to know about
these software packages: which ones
suit the unique needs of their companies. And, increasingly, they are making these decisions.
MA: How does this affect IMA s plans
and operations?
To be responsive to these trends, the
IMA has to broaden itself to continue
serving these members and this constituency. We can't stay in the traditional accounting arena talking about
revenues, expenses, and financial
statements while our people out there

graduatesinaccountingandfinancewerewomen.Todayit'swellover50%.
are doing all these other things. In our
publications and our educational programs, we must cover a broader base of
articles and topics. Our monthly chapter meetings have to offer more diversified technical training. We can't serve
a little niche market because it's not a
niche anymore. It's become a much
broader and wider spectrum.
A strategic planner wouldn't
prepare a financial statement or likely
wouldn't have anything to do with
cost accounting because they are so
uniquely specialized in what they do.
But an accountant can easily be a

strategic planner.
As a result of this wider definition,
the IMA is broadening the base of our
products, and MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT INGwill appeal to a wider range of
readers. We are committed to offering a
variety of educational programs for the
finance and accounting professional of
today and tomorrow. That commitment
is in our mission statement. What's
changing is the method by which we
present programs.
Starting this quarter, we are offering
education to our customers on the
Internet thanks to John Barry, our

OCEO for 1998 -99. L -r., C.S. "Bud" Kulesza, Clair Raubenstine, Keith Bryant, Jr., and
Pam Stewart.

managing director of education. This
will be the first offering of its kind
among major accounting organizations.
Up until now it has been in magazine
articles, hard copy print, going to technical meetings at a chapter, and
through our regional and national programs. Members had to go where an
educational product was being delivered. Those venues will still be there,
of course, but we are adding to them.
We're also doing more hands -on programs with computer systems. Instead
of sitting in a room with 50 people
around tables talking about financial
software packages, we now are offering
education programs where you go into
a laboratory at computer learning centers and at universities and receive
hands -on education.
As we refine our certification programs, we are always asking what are
the new key issues that face the financial manager of today. We will continue
to upgrade both the questions and content of our certification programs.
Another area I want to focus on is
certification —a major benefit of membership. As I travel around the country
for IMA visiting companies, I am
pleased at how receptive the CFOs are
to certification for their financial professionals. In many cases, as soon as I
walk in, top financial executives are
asking me how soon they can get certification into their company. Some of
them are trying to get 150 or 200 people into certification programs.
They recognize that by helping their
employees to earn professional certifications, these professionals become
more valuable to the company. To
remain certified, they must take 30
hours of educational credits per year.
That not only benefits the individual, it
also benefits the company, which will
then have people who are knowledgeable about current trends and new
issues. They recognize that in today's
marketplace, top accounting and financial people are in great demand. By
offering them certification and by
showing these professionals that the
company cares about their future, they
create a double loyalty bond between
the company and its employees.
The demand for certification at all
AUGUST 1998
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sizes of companies will continue to

OFFICE OF THE
CEO (OCEO)
The new governance structure of the
Institute of Management Accountants
became effective with the 1998 -99 fiscal
year. The Office of the CEO, which in
effect is the Executive Committee of the
Institute, includes the current president,
president -elect, chair, and former chair.
President
Pamela Prinz Stewart, Mid - Florida, was
elected president -elect last year and
serves as president during this fiscal
year. Pamela is vice president, Global
Operations Audit, Robert Half International, Orlando, Fla. She will serve as
liaison to the Budget Advisory Team,
Marketing Advisory Team, the Committee on Member Interest Groups, and
Students Committee.
President -Elect
C.S. "Bud" Kulesza, CMA, CFM,
Oakland County, was elected President elect last June and automatically will
become president in 1999 -2000. He is
senior vice president and controller, ITT
Automotive, Inc., Auburn Hills, Mich. He
will act as liaison to the Committee on
Education, Committee on Strategic Planning, and Ad Hoc Committee on Global
Strategies.
Chair
Keith Bryant, Jr., CMA, Birmingham Magic City, served as president during
1997 -98 and automatically becomes
chair of the Institute for 1998 -99. He is
a former associate dean, School of Business, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, Ala. Keith will act as
liaison with the Committee on Academic
Relations, Committee on Finance, Board
of Regents, Institute of Certified Management Accountants, and the Nominating
Committee.
Former Chair
Clair M. Raubenstine, CMA, CPA, North
Penn, was chair of the Institute last year.
He is business assurance partner, Price waterhouseCoopers LLP, Philadelphia,
Pa. He will act as liaison with the Committee on Information Technology and
Committee on Regional Operations.
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grow.
We have more than 300 corporate
sponsors of the CMA and CFM programs— companies who have committed to their staffs that they will give
them time and financial backing to
attain these certifications. That is a
wonderful alliance between IMA and
corporate America.
MA: Is IMA's membership mix
changing?
Our core membership base always will
be those in accounting and finance.
But, increasingly, we will attract customers who fall outside the range of
what a typical member looks like.
We did a study last year on our customers and our future markets. We
determined that our people are all over
the financial arena. We're trying harder to attract those on the outskirts of
traditional roles. Our membership
should embrace everyone with an
interest in the accounting and finance
area.
They all need knowledge of and continuous updates on the finance profession. Those who become certified are
likely to be more in the traditional
skill sets, but we are broadening our
membership base to everyone.
We also need to strengthen IMA s
student program. If we assist students
through this transitional period now —
at the point in their lives where their
main emphasis is to get a job and get
their career going —we'll have a member for life.
When I speak on campus, I encourage students to think about the opportunities that are open to them. For
instance, 10 or 15 years ago, a student
coming out of college with a four -tofive -year degree would expect to go
into public accounting. Today, even the
AICPA acknowledges that there isn't
room for everyone who might want to
go into public accounting.
The field has diversified so dramatically outside traditional roles that students should be thinking about going
into consulting firms, into corporate
America in jobs that weren't open to
them a few years ago. They need to
know that they can use this accounting
or finance degree outside the traditional markets.
I talk as often to students in finance

as I do to those in accounting. And in
information technology, as many of
them are double - majoring because
those two disciplines are connected to
one another. I suggest that with a
background or education in accounting
or finance, they have a step -up which
allows them to go into innumerable
positions. Titles that I cannot even
imagine are out there for the accountant of tomorrow, reflecting the demand companies have in this professional arena.
I also remind students that because
there are so many people coming out of
school, sitting for the CFM or CMA or
another certification while they are
still in school is a tremendous asset.
When a company is looking at 100
resumes and can only take 20, they
look at what candidates have done to
improve themselves. The fact that
they've passed all or part of the CMA
or CFM exam is a tremendous
advantage.
MA: With that as background, what
are your goals for your year as IMA
president?
During my year as president, I would
like to emphasize:
1. Increasing and solidifying relations
with the academic world, especially
students.
2. Spreading awareness of the certification program in corporate America and significantly increasing the
number of corporate sponsors for
our certification programs.
3. Making the IMA experience more
fun. Sometimes we're too serious
about ourselves at national board
meetings and chapter meetings.
4. Going to a lot of chapter meetings
and shaking hands with people. I
want to get to the grassroots and
talk to people and try to lighten
things up a little. We have to
strengthen chapters and chapter
meetings. In most big cities, chapters are weak. It's a question of getting the right leadership in place
and getting products to the market.
Education is a big product. If we're
not communicating to our most
active members, they become disillusioned and go elsewhere. The other problem is time —we have to be
able to create new avenues and
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For information about the CMA/CFM Program, in- house training or other
IMA Corporate Programs, call 1- 800 -638 -4427, ext. 265

involved in financial analysis, but
nobody told me when I graduated how
difficult it was for women to break into
that field. It was then a very male dominated industry. When I graduated,
only 10% of graduates in accounting
and finance were women. Today it's
well over 50 %. Women absolutely have
it better today!
When I joined Merrill Lynch, I was
one of only two or three women in a
training class of 30. Women had to
make an intense commitment. None of
the women in my class were married
or had children. Companies didn't offer
family or maternity leave. After three
or four years, I left to raise a family.
When I re- entered the workforce, I didn't feel I could make that commitment,
and I went to Robert Half International to ask for help looking for a job.
They did —they hired me
to help others find jobs in
accounting and finance.

■

products that suit members' time frame. We hope to establish a beta
site to investigate what makes a
good chapter work —for big cities
and in smaller towns —and we could
then roll that out as a prototype
chapter. There has to be a reason
that some chapters thrive and win
recognition. We need to clone that
formula and deliver it to other
chapters.
5. Reaching out to the financial community at the corporate level —to
presidents and CEOs of companies.
6. Improving our education products.
We are now becoming proactive in
our educational product development. We are going to broaden our
market by leveraging access
through multiple delivery
mechanisms.

MA: How did you get involved
in IMA?

Pam and Charlie Stewart.
Because we are evolving into information resource managers for our companies, we must remain current in
ever - changing areas of expertise. It's
critical to the lifeline of our profession
to fulfill that role. Those are some of
the key areas where I believe the IMA
can add value.
MA: Tell us about Pam Prinz Stewart.
How did you get interested in this field?
When I was in high school, my goal
was to get into accounting and finance.
Impressed with the pace of Wall Street,
I worked summers doing clerical work
in a brokerage house. I wanted to get
24 MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING AUGUST 1998

I had been to some IMA
meetings on Long Island
when I lived in New York.
When I first moved to Orlando in 1980 to open the Robert
Half office there, I didn't
know anyone and I wanted to
meet other financial professionals. So I went to an IMA
meeting where a gentleman
introduced himself to me, and
introduced me to others. The
rest is history. That gentleman is now my husband,
Charlie.
Charlie is incredibly supportive of
my job at Robert Half International
and my role with IMA and my intensive travel schedule. If he were working full time, or if I had the children
at home, I could not do this job. I am
so lucky that I have his support.
Between us, we have four children
and four grandsons who are the light
of our lives. Of course, one advantage
when you have grandchildren and live
in Orlando is that you're Disney World
to them.
Robert Half International also has
been very good to me. The IMA presidency requires time, and many companies don't allow the time. Mine will.
I maintained my IMA membership

Pam's license plate.
all these years because of the networking opportunity. Obviously, it's very
smart for me to be involved in the
financial area —to know who's who.
But IMA goes way beyond being "good
business ": I've made many friends who
stayed with me all these years. Pretty
soon, I was vice president of the chapter, then president. Once you get in
and they like you and they see you're
an asset, they encourage your growth
in the organization.
I credit my position in Robert Half
International today to IMA, which
allowed me to grow professionally and
personally and be more self - confident.
It has helped me develop personally,
teaching me how to communicate, how
to stand before an audience and talk.
I was deathly afraid to do that. Now I
can get up and talk for an hour without notes.
MM You talked earlier about fun and
adventure. What do you do for
relaxation?
Relaxation— what's that? I travel a lot.
I absolutely love to travel. In my job as
vice president for Global Audits with
Robert Half International, I'm traveling 60% or 70% of my time. It's a pace
I've kept up for seven years because I
thoroughly enjoy it. And then I travel
for IMA on weekends.
When we do go on a vacation we
often combine it with meetings or
work. My husband Charlie and I travel
at least once a year to Europe. We like
to play golf in Scotland or England
and Ireland. One place I thoroughly
enjoyed playing was at St. Andrews. It
actually was not too hard, but it's a
course you see on TV all the time and
it is golf history To be out there actually playing that course was a highlight.
When I'm home on weekends, I golf.
And, no, I won't tell you my handicap.
My handicap is my game. I simply play
enough to enjoy it.
Beyond that, I'm no Indiana Jones
adventurer, but I have met many fascinating people in my global travels. ■
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IT Pla
BY DAVID R. FORDHAM, CMA

Gykand Bronze Medal
Tanning is essential to success in
business. Your organization has
marketing plans, profit plans, capital investment plans —but do you have
an information technology (IT) plan?
Until the last decade, smaller companies typically did not have a large
enough investment in information
technology to make a full -scale planning effort worthwhile. Computers
were thought of as little more than
clerical support tools. The meager planning that did take place often was limited to budget decisions in replacing
obsolete equipment and software.
Today, the merging of computers
with communication and innovative
input/output devices has revolutionized
the role that modern technology plays
in the business world. Most organizations —even small ones —now have significant investments in information
technology. More important, the dependence of small and midsized companies
on information is increasing to the
point where IT is a "mission critical"
resource. To make matters worse, technological advancement continues at an
ever - increasing rate, boosting the level
of uncertainty associated with IT
investments and threatening all longterm technology plans with premature
obsolescence. But many managers in
small and midsized organizations are
still reluctant to spend time on IT
planning. Why?

InformationTechnologyplanning onceconsidered
theexclusivedomainoflargecorporations isnowa
mission-criticalresourcefororganizationsofallsizes.
Their primary concern centers on
whether the effort can be justified given the unknowns of tomorrow's technological developments. Few managers
want to spend precious time developing
a long -range plan that might become

obsolete before its ink is dry. As a
result, many companies continue to
make their IT investments piecemeal.
This makes their information system
vulnerable to the whims of slick marketing hype and passing fads. Worse,
AU G U S T 1998
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CashFlowForecasts:

TheFlexibilityYouNeed—AndThe
PresentationQualityYouCan't DoWithout!
Pro - formal For Professionals is a Powerful, flexible and
fully - integrated financial forecasting model designed for
accounting professionals in business and practice.
• Automatic forma tting for any size a nd type of company; automa tic tax, interest, a nd
management bonus ca lcu la tions; u nlimited long -term debt ca lcu la tions. Cash flow
assumptions can be ma de for each profit center. Automa tic print -ou t of assumptions.
• Automatic bank margin calcu lations including collateral shortfalls, if any. Automatic
ratio analyses, actual to budget variance analyses, and break -even points.
• Unlimited multi -year forecasts in both monthly a nd a nnu al formats. Up to 2 7 fully integrated financial statements and schedules. Accou nts ca n be a dded, deleted or
automa tically reformatted; presentation- quality reports are printed automatically.
Instant what -ifs. Date -ready for the year 2000.
• All formu las a re inclu ded a nd all sprea dsheet commands ha ve been au tomated.
Easy -to- follow documentation and on- screen data entry guides.

Pro- formas
For

Professionals

Pro - formas For Professionals is so easy to use,
telephone su pport is sel dom needed.
But when you do, it's free - forever.
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th e se c om p a n i e s a r e p a ssi n g u p o p p o r tu n i t i e s t o in v e st i n wo rt h wh i l e a n d

lasting technological advancements
early enough in the life cycle to get significant benefits out of the technology
before it becomes obsolete. Here is
what you can do to keep your company
tec hno lo gic a ll y cu r ren t.

DEVELOP ANIT PLAN
irst, in developing an information
F
technology plan determine where on
the technology life cycle curve you
want to place your company. Ideally,
you will want to adopt new technologies early enough to enjoy sufficient
benefits before their obsolescence but
not so early as to be on the "bleeding
edge" of unripe developments.
Next, you have to decide which technologies to place into your plan. You
need to keep up with new developments including those not yet ready for
the market and identify those which
you think have a chance of catching on
and thus becoming a mandatory
26
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requirement for doing business in the
coming years. It is helpful to identify
overall trends in technology separate
from identifying specific products.
Overall trends are more certain than
are individual products and can assist
you in avoiding wasteful investments
in unnecessary or prematurely obsolescent technology.
Third, you must be sure that information technology is integrated with
your organization's mission. Information can be a strategic advantage, or it
can simply be an afterthought. Companies that treat information as a strategic part of their overall organization
mission will have a competitive
advantage.
To take full advantage of today's
innovations, you should widen your
definition of information technology to
include more than just computers. Your
plan must include your communications systems —your interfaces with
customers, clients, suppliers, and other
business partners. You must see your
information needs as encompassing all

aspects of your business including production, security, human resources, and
possibly even maintenance and janitorial rather than simply accounting and
financial applications. Finally, you need
to maintain your IT plan so that it
never becomes out of date.

AIM FOR THE "SLOPE"
NOT THE "EDGE"

T here is a difference between being

on the "cutting edge" of a technological
innovation and being on the "front
slope" of an innovation's life cycle. The
"cutting edge" refers to products that
have just been introduced to the market. These products are innovative but
are often expensive, full of "undiscovered features" (a.k.a. "bugs "), and vulnerable to quick replacement by cheaper alternatives that improve on the
original. Cutting -edge products are not
widely enough distributed to enjoy
good support, interconnectivity, or
compatibility.
In contrast, the term "front slope of
the life cycle" refers to products that
are in the process of being widely
accepted and adopted but that have
not quite reached their peak success.
These products have been on the market long enough to be affordable, have
most of the bugs worked out of them,
and enjoy some level of standardization, interconnectivity, and compatibility. They are not yet ripe for replacement by an even better technology. A
company investing in a front -slope
technology will be leveraging its
investment, getting a healthy dose of
be n e fi t s b e for e th e ne we r t e ch n o lo g y

comes along.
An innovation is on the "cutting
edge" a few weeks or months after its
introduction. The front slope might not
occur for several months or even years
later. To minimize risk, you want to be
on the slope, not the edge.
By the same token, waiting too long
can be just as lethal as adopting too
early. Once a technology has reached
its peak, most of your competitors
already will have adopted it. They may
have stolen some of your customers,
streamlined their operations, or otherwise gained a competitive advantage.
And once the technology has become
widely adopted, you can bet that someone somewhere (possibly even the originators themselves!) will be working on

m 7 -r CX4 in rr
There are many macrolevel developments in the information
technology arena that hold immense promise for the future.
The details and individual products will vary greatly based on
the creativity of inventors, the willingness of investors, and the
skill of marketing departments. Nevertheless, IT planners can
count on seeing continued movement along a definite path in
many of these areas.
The information highway will continue to develop and
expand, as more and more companies become "connected:' The importance of exchanging electronic information
with other companies, consumers, and organizations will
continue to increase. Current problems and perceptions
about security and privacy will be overcome or at least
moderated to an acceptable level to enable practical electronic commerce, especially between businesses.
2. Wireless technology and fiber optics will replace copper
wiring as the primary land -based telecommunications
infrastructure. Today's analog phone system will be

replaced by a completely digital system carrying voice,
data, pictures, and other forms of information.
3. Wireless services will enhance the portability of information devices. For example, wireless offices will use
microwave or infrared transmitters to connect personal
computers to LANs rather than cables. Mobile sales, delivery, and technical personnel increasingly will be connected
to the "home office" via satellite links. Devices will become
more portable and compact. Innovative input/output techniques will diminish the need for a keyboard, today's limiting factor in the size of portable computers.
Multimedia use will increase, and there will be a merging
of today's analog media (television, radio, photography)
with digital business information systems. Sound, pictures,
and graphics will become more important in business
communication, especially information presentation. Convenient presentation devices (e.g., flat screen monitors,
information kiosks, etc.) will continue to drop in price and
become mainstream.
5. Client/server architecture and enterprisewide databases
will replace the traditional functional -area computer systems. The enterprise information system will become integrated with all aspects of the organization including production, process control, and other data collection that
heretofore has been considered outside the realm of
"information systems" Integration will be the watchword.
The same phenomenon may occur at the home with a single "computer system" or interconnected network of computers controlling the environmental systems (HVAC),

lights, appliances, security, communications, and entertainment, as well as serving the traditional functions such
as checkbook balancing and word processing.
6. The cost - performance advantage of microprocessor -based
devices over humans will continue to increase exponentially, especially in mundane tasks such as data collection,
information entry, and transaction processing. Many of
today's low -wage public- interface positions will be replaced
with user - operated input devices, for example, attendants
and cash iers at gas sta tions be ing sup planted by card
readers at the pumps.
7. Human - computer interfaces will become more "natural,"
making more use of graphics, voice recognition, touch,
sound, and other innovative input and output techniques
requiring less effort and training on the part of users.
8. The increased interconnectivity will enable more synchronization and uniformity, which in turn will encourage even

more interactivity. For example, the national time standard
signals will enable automated worldwide clock synchronization. Access to postal databases will allow instant
address authentication, spelling corrections, and zip code
lookups. Everything from airline flight delay status to traffic
congestion levels on inner -city highways will be available
in real time even to portable or mobile users. Companies
that plan for this interactivity will enjoy a competitive
advantage over those who don't.
9. Expert systems, large reference databases, and other
advanced societal information and decision tools will
become readily accessible to the public, increasing the
availability of what is today specialized or rare knowledge.
Search
and
lookup
tools willand
become
more
usable, more
libraries)
will
be developed
adopted
to classify
and I
user- friendly, and more efficient at retrieving the desired
information without "false hits" Some form of classificatio
system (similar to the Dewey decimal system used in
arrange the huge volume of available information.
10. The next generation of humans, especially in the developed countries, will be more prepared for technological
change than is the current generation. The next generation
will accept IT progress as easily as the current generation
accepts annual model changes in automobiles. They will
come to expect the application of technology and comm
nications to solve problems and will do business with
those organizations that make it quick, convenient, and
effortless to transact business. The next generation will bit
the one to make a real difference in the world by applying
technology to the global problems facing mankind.
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theeven newer technology, increasing
the likelihood of obsolescence and
shortening the window in which your
investment will generate returns.
IT planning can place your company's IT investment on the front slope of
the technology curve effectively even if
your enterprise has no desire to establish a cutting -edge reputation. Let's
look at some how -to's of IT planning.

■

CD -ROMs: a cheap, portable mass -data storage medium;

KEEPASHARPLOOKOUT

■

E -mail: quick, easy correspondence;

I n spite of their reputation, very few

■

The World Wide Web: "unmanned" reference availability;

■

Network Servers: end -user computing combined with easy data sharing.

major technologies really "appear out
of thin air." Even the Internet was
around for several years before most
people had heard of it. The trick is to
catch new technologies early (very early) in their life cycles and identify the
ones that will be so beneficial to your
industry, your clients, or other busines s
partners as to become a "major" technology. (See sidebar, "Catching the New
Technologies. ")
By concentrating on the real usefulness of a new technology rather than
its glitz or techno appeal, you can
anticipate major technological changes
"coming down the road" without wasting time on fads. Useful technologies
catch on. Useless ones flash in the pan
and are gone.
Besides catching new technologies as
they emerge, an astute manager can
sometimes foresee a new technology
even before it has been invented or
become practical. Look around, and
notice what kinds of information and
communications needs exist in today's

environment. Necessity is the mother
of i n ve n ti o n. If a wi d esp re a d n ee d

exists, it is only a matter of time until
the product is invented, perfected, and
available at an affordable price. The
needs for Plug -N -Play peripherals,
voice recognition systems, flat screen
monitors, VGA video projectors, and
computer telephony systems were
widely recognized long before workable
products came on the market.

-
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Despite their reputation, very few technologies are "overnight" successes. Some
examples of major technologies that were on the market for years before they
became "must- have" items are:

How does one go about identifying new technologies early in their life cycle?
Many computer- industry weeklies and almost all monthly technology magazines
have a "What's New' column where emerging technologies are announced. Annual conventions such as ComDex in Las Vegas serve as the showcase for new
technologies. But these product announcements can mislead you if you don't stop
to filter the wheat from the chaff.
Once you have seen what's coming down the pike, the critical step is to evaluate which innovations hold enough promise in their present form to warrant adoption "by the world" The question to ask is whether this technology is so useful, so
convenient, so promising that "everybody will want one" as soon as the price
drops.
And here is some advice that you won't often hear given to accountants: "Do
not consider the cost/benefit ratio of a new technology when trying to decide
whether it will catch on" Concentrate only on the benefits side. All new technology
costs a lot initially. Then, once the world is in the process of adopting it, the price
drops usually to insignificant levels. Look at the price history of videocassette
recorders, 1 gigabyte hard drives, cellular telephones, CD -ROM drives, and
Internet connections.
Remember your company doesn't have to actually purchase the new technolo-

gy yet —just make plans for its purchase in the future after the price is within
rea ch. In th e mea ntime, you ca n be ma k i ng you r deci sions so th a t wh en the time

is right, you can take advantage of the new technology without having wasted
time, money, and effort while waiting.
By catching the emerging technologies early on, you can monitor their progress
through the life cycle. When you detect the magic moment on the "front slope;' you
can make the leap. By having planned for it long before you actually purchase it,
i, you can get maximum benefit from the innovation without having to retrofit, reengineer, or scrap a large investment in incompatible technology.

TRACKTRENDS

While on the alert for individual new

technologies, you also should keep tabs
on major trends in the information systems arena. Your early warning antenna may consist simply as a matter of
consciously organizing what you know
and applying it to your information
28
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technology strategy.
For example, almost everyone is
aware of the changes taking place in
the telecommunications infrastructure
as we move away from copper wiring to
fiber -optic transmission lines. Every-

one also is aware of the potential for
future growth in the amount of data
needed at the desktop or operating
position in factories and shops. But
how many people are building their
new homes, offices, and factories to

incorporate conduit and channeling to
accommodate later installation of fiber
optics all the way to the desks and
operator's positions? Why should the
incoming fiber -optic link have to end at
the phone closet?
By actively analyzing the trends and
recognizing their future impact, you
are able to design new buildings, purchase your factory equipment, hire
your personnel, and basically "build
your business" to accommodate the
future. If you have done a good job of
IT planning, you won't have to retrofit,
retool, and modify your business to
take advantage of tomorrow's technological environment. Your company will
be prepared for the next generation of
technology because you saw it coming
and planned for it.
Although you cannot see the future
perfectly, you can note the general
direction that technology is heading
and make sure your company's technological investments are moving your
or ga ni z a t io n i n th a t di re c ti on . ( Fo r a

rundown on some of these trends in
the information technology field, see
the sidebar, "10 Trends in IT. ")
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support tool. Few see it as a strategic
objective in and of its own right. Even
fewer see it as an objective to be incorporated into their organization's mission. But if the truth be known, information can be a resource every bit as
valuable as a good product, brand name recognition, or an experienced
and capable workforce. By analyzing
how information and technology can be
integrated with the mission of the
organization (instead of simply being
an adjunct "reporting arm "), you can
see the strategic importance of IT.
Large corporations provide ready
examples of where technology has been
integrated within an organization's
mission —the airlines and their reservation systems, for example, or banks
and electronic funds transfer. Smaller
organizations can be just as good at
applying technology to leverage their
strengths and cover their weaknesses.
And in a competitive environment,
organizations need every edge they
can muster.
But can something as dynamic as
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INTEGRATETECHNOLOGYWITH
THEENTERPRISEMISSION

M ost executives see information as a

ernet
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information technology be incorporated
into a strategic plan without jeopardizing the applicability of the plan in a
few months? The answer is, yes, if the
plan has been carefully thought out.
Some technologies are so useful, so
efficient, and so effective that even an
untrained planner can foresee their
widespread adoption. Everyone can see
the developments taking place in communication, the integration of multimedia with information processing, the
advancements in voice recognition and
generation, the affordability and wide
applicability of expert systems, and the
potential unleashed by unattended
information delivery via the Internet.
Small companies ignore these technologies at their own peril. Early recognition of how these technologies can be
incorporated into the organization's
mission is a vital benefit of IT
planning.

WIDEN YOUR ITHORIZON

M ost executives think of information

technology as limited to computers, but

in thinking so they overlook opportunities where technology can be employed
to enormous advantage. Computers
and microprocessors form the heart of
many IT systems. Optimum utility,
however, comes from blending the computer with other devices and communications networks. Many of these
devices and networks have become surprisingly inexpensive. Their application
can result in significant dollar savings
in addition to the tremendous benefits
gained.
Connect your computer to a DTMF
(touch -tone) input decoder and a voice generation output device (under $200),
and you have an automated way of
answering customer inquiries on
everything from credit card balances to
order status. Voice -mail and telephone
routing systems are a common application of DTMF signaling.
Innovative data capture and control
devices inexpensively can monitor traffic in aisles, record point -of -sale transactions without the risk of miskeying
data, monitor remote operations, track
temperatures, lock and unlock doors
AUGUST 1998
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remotely, even interface your alarm
system to a computer. Automated stencils can apply addresses and bar codes
directly onto products and packages,
eliminating the need for manpower to
apply labels. Companies no longer need
standalone process - control computers;
their existing information system computers can now be used to control
equipment that previously required
dedicated turnkey hardware, resulting
in enhanced integration.
Connect your company to the Internet, and you have low -cost, long -distance communication and e-mail. More
important, you gain access to an unbelievable number of reference sources.
Put up a set of Web pages, and you
have an online catalog offering instant
updates to prices, product offerings,
and online ordering. Your customers
can get detailed information on product specifications, parts lists, even
installation and repair instructions 24
hours a day without your having to
staff a second or third shift, improving
customer service. Today's Internet and
Web site prices are within reach of
even the smallest cottage business.
Equip your forklift driver with a
$150 radio headset, connect the $200
base station to a voice - recognition
device, and you can dispense with the
"clipboard" method of creating a loading manifest. The driver reads aloud
the serial number of each pallet or
package while he is transporting the
item along with the trailer or railcar
number where he is loading it. The bill
of lading and billing invoice are created automatically. Add a $100 voice -generation device to the base station, and
the computer can alert the driver to a
misloaded package even before he
drops it.
Global Positioning Service (GPS)
receivers can determine their exact
location to within 200 feet anywhere
on earth. Connect these $149 devices
to a laptop computer, add a $75 mapping program, and your sales reps,
delivery drivers, and repair technicians
can follow the shortest route to any
address in the country. Add a two -way
radio link ($35 per month), and the
computer can continuously relay the
current position back to the dispatcher
along with messages and last- minute
instructions. The "trip history" feature
calculates mileage and travel time for
billing purposes.
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These are just a few of the affordable
IT devices that are outside the traditional definition of "computers."
Although they no longer are "cutting
edge" but rest on the front slope of
their respective life cycles, they are
immensely useful and can result in
improvements in customer service as
well as hard dollar benefits.

KEEPTHEDETAILSINLINE

O kay, say you develop a long -term
plan. What about the details of opera tionalizing the plan, translating it into
day -to -day decisions? How can you
flesh -out your plan so as to minimize
the risk of making bad choices? When
it comes to equipment selection, version decisions, feature lists, and support, no executive can afford to be
caught following a dead -end course.
The answer lies in making sure your
day -to -day operations are congruent
with your long -range plan. Before making any purchase or commitment to a
technology, ask yourself how this decision will fit into the long -range vision.
How will this purchase or that decision
mesh with or conflict with the overall
IT plan?
Don't expect all of today's investments to last for more than a few
years, but make sure the ones that do
are completely in congruence with your
long -term expectations. If you foresee
computer telephony (customers using
touch -tone phones to place orders or
make inquiries, for example) playing a
large part in your business three years
from now, it would be a mistake to
install a new computer system that
cannot be fitted with telephony capability or integrated with your PBX. If
you expect to put your company's product listing on the Web within two
years, it might be a mistake to sign a
five -year printing contract to produce
millions of paper catalogs. The existence of your IT plan makes these mistakes obvious. Without having analyzed the long -range picture, you might
view the low -cost computer system or
the long -term printing contract as good
deals.
Color laser printers are coming down
in price. If color graphics are to be a
big part of your business in the next
year or two, do you really want to sign
a three -year contract on an office full
of black- and -white copiers? Consider-

ing the trend toward sending digitized
voice over fiber - optics lines, do you
really want to renew the five -year
lease on your old analog PBX system?
Instead of equipping your new training
room with a big - screen TV, should you
settle for a smaller (and much less
expensive) set to tide you over until
the digital televisions are affordable?
The answers to these questions all
depend on your IT plan. In some cases,
waiting will be the right choice, while
in others the current technology is satisfactory for the span of the plan. The
main point lies in knowing what your
plans are, where information fits into
your company's mission, and having
some idea of how you will be using
information in the next three, five,
even 10 years.

MAINTAIN THE PLAN

As with budgets, it is important to
review and revise your IT plan frequently. Whether you simply update
the plan every few months or use a
"zero- base" technique (starting from
scratch each time), the important thing
is to make sure the long -range predictions about upcoming technology,
trends, and enterprise missions are
kept current. You will make a few mistakes (remember the video -disk or the
Beta VCR format ?), and some technologies will take longer to arrive than
expected. But even with an occasional
miss, having a well- thought -out plan is
superior to no plan at all.
Ten years ago, small and midsized
companies could be excused for not
putting a lot of effort into IT planning.
Today, any organization, regardless of
size, that does not have a well- considered plan for information technology is
risking a danger just as real as not
having a marketing plan or an operating budget. IT planning does not
require a crystal ball or a stroke of
good luck. All it requires is a little
knowledge, a little thinking, and the
will to make your IT investment
payoff. ■
David R. Fordham, CMA, CPA, is assi stant
profe ssor at James M adison Uni ve rsi ty School
of Accounti ng and dire ctor of the Account ing
Informati on Syst e ms program and t e ache s i n
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account ing syst ems. He submit t ed t his arti cl e
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BY ROBERT SKINNER
ow often have you heard a company touting that its people are its most important asset? It is one of the most
overused statements in business today. But the commitment behind the statement is often lacking, leading to a whole
host of problems concerning recruitment, retention, training,
and employee turnover.
Too many HR departments are drowning in piles of never ending paperwork. Resumes, job requisitions, new hire paperwork, government forms, benefits administration, payroll
papers and tax forms, training forms, and review documents
are just the beginning. HR managers live in fear that their documentation does not exactly comply with government regulations, but they do not have the time to focus on these potential
land mines. Hiring managers are swamped with resumes, but
they still cannot find enough qualified applicants. The endless
search for new talent often leads to the neglect of the needs of
the existing workforce, which leads to higher turnover, which
just exacerbates the recruiting problem.
Corporate Resource Management (CRM) is a new concept
that has evolved to help organizations better manage their key
resources —their people and their assets. CRM is defined as
maximizing the return on a company's investment in people,
assets, and the planning process. It helps financial managers
strengthen their companies and gain a competitive advantage.
Corporate Resource Management addresses the implementation and adherence to best practices for human resources,
fixed assets, and budgeting. By automating and streamlining
these three areas, companies can transform tasks often considered necessary evils into strategic processes that can directly
affect the bottom line. CRM ensures that day -to -day human

HR departments need state -of -the -art
technology to manage the company's
most important asset employees.
resource compliance issues are tracked accurately so that the
HR manager can concentrate on recruiting, managing, and
retaining the best workforce possible. CRM adherence means
that a fixed asset manager knows assets are being tracked and
depreciated correctly so that he or she can focus on using those
assets most effectively. A complete approach to CRM can turn
budgeting into a process where managers can focus on how to
best deploy their people and assets.

HOWCORPORATERESOURCEMANAGEMENT
AFFECTSYOURORGANIZATION

C orporate Resource Management is so apparent that many
companies assume they are already CRM practitioners. Yet,
hundreds of companies do a poor job of managing their people,
assets, and budgeting processes. These companies either have
no real best practices or ignore the policies that are in place.
The reasons for this laxity are not clear, but some of the lack of
focus can certainly be attributed to the downsizing of the last
15 years and the decimation of middle management ranks.
Companies need to review and create best practices for their
employees and financial assets and then commit to following
AUGUST 1998
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them. This resolution not only will help businesses in the marketplace but will protect against possible legal entanglements.
CRM has evolved to help organizations refocus internally and
scrutinize how they manage the backbone of their operations.

FINDINGTHERIGHTPEOPLE

O ne

of the most important components of Corporate
Resource Management is recruiting and retaining the best
workforce possible. Unfortunately, hiring qualified employees
is tougher today than it has ever been before. Competition for
well- educated and highly experienced candidates is incredible,
and companies no longer control the hiring as they did in the
past. New job creation has reached an all -time high of more
than three million new positions per year. As a result, compensation packages required to attract the right candidates, especially for technical positions, have increased dramatically.
The recruiting landscape has changed virtually overnight.
Not only is it a job seeker's market, but the demand for technical talent has vastly increased while fewer technology "raw
recruits" are entering the job market. Incredibly, the number of
students studying computer science in the U.S. is half of what
it was 10 years ago. Compounding the problem is the fact that
H -113 work visas that allow foreign talent into the U.S. to meet
the growing demand for workers were maxed out in May 1998.
The chronic shortage of IT workers affects companies in all
industries. No organization can function efficiently without a
fully staffed, highly knowledgeable IT department, and the
growth of many hi -tech firms is being severely impacted by the
scarcity of qualified employees. Positions are remaining open
for months on end, and projects are being postponed or cancelled. As a result, revenue goals are not met.
Yet with all of this ruthless competition for a limited pool of
prospects, most companies are still recruiting the old- fashioned
way. They rely on placing ads in the Sunday papers and waiting for the resumes to arrive, but newspaper ads are no longer
the best way to reach highly skilled workers — especially those
in information technology. Moreover, HR departments often are
ill- equipped to deal with the hundreds of resumes they may
receive in answer to their ads.

THE NEWEST WAY TO RECRUIT

T he Internet has emerged as the hottest new way to attract
top talent. The most sought after candidates and casual job
hunters alike are simply cruising the Web looking for interesting opportunities. It is often easier for them to surf the Web
than read through the help wanted ads. The best technology
candidates can have several solid opportunities in just a few
days using the Internet. Many technical people, as well as forward- thinking candidates in other fields, believe that if a company does not recruit on the Internet, then it is not a progressive, dynamic employer.
Companies can capitalize on the speed and reach of the
Internet to quickly find well - qualified individuals. The Internet
also offers tremendous cost effectiveness when compared to
traditional job listings in newspapers and trade magazines.
According to Forrester Research, companies will spend $30
million this year on Internet recruiting and $218 million by the
year 2000. Organizations need to get in front of this trend or
plan on falling behind their competitors.
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Businesses can advertise on a number of popular career Web
sites. Hundreds of such sites exist today, most of which are
focused on particular industries or job categories. Sorting
through these sites can be challenging, but there are a number
of nationwide job sites you should seriously investigate. I
would recommend starting with Monster Board, Career Mosaic, Jobs USA, Online Career Center, E -Span, and CareerWeb.
Company Web sites also can be turned into powerful recruiting weapons. Businesses should not only post all of their open
positions on their sites, but they should also ensure that the site
is "candidate friendly." It needs to appeal to job seekers as well
as customers. Organizations should make sure that their company looks and sounds like an attractive place to work. It needs
to jump out as a great place to work, to learn, and to build a
career. Most important, the job postings on the site need to be
easy to find. In this "buyer's market," firms need to take advantage of every medium at their disposal to reach prospects.
Whether pulling resumes down from the Internet or receiving them via e-mail or regular mail, any company will benefit
from recruiting software that helps it find the right job candidates. A recruiting software system is a powerful tool to help
companies quickly and efficiently match all incoming resumes
with open jobs. It also builds an audit trail on the candidates a
company interviewed and selected for employment.
Recruiting solutions consist of a scanner that reads the
paper resumes into an electronic format and a database comprised of all resumes from all sources. The recruitment system
accesses the resumes based on key criteria you select. For
example, a company may have scanned in 300 resumes it has
received over the last few months and added 100 more from the
Web, allowing it to easily sort candidates based on education,
experience, geography, or any other criteria.

NEWHIRINGMODELS

O rganizations also should be aware of alternatives to traditional employer /employee relationships in filling positions that
are in high demand. There are two new employment relationships that are gaining favor: the "Hollywood model" and the
"sports model." The Hollywood model, as one would imagine, is
structured like the movie business. People are brought together
for a specific project and for a defined time period. Most are consultants and are anxious to stay on leading -edge projects. Once
the project is completed, they are off to the next hot opportunity This arrangement is often a win -win situation because companies can take advantage of the consultants' expertise on projects similar to their own without actually having to make them
official employees or train them to do specific tasks.
The sports model mirrors the recruitment trends in the NBA
and other sports. According to this model, employers should
sign on young talent and not worry about their formal education. This model is most common in software development
because most hi -tech companies know that many students in
their teens have spent 10 years on personal computers and
know the technology extremely well. Firms are tapping into
this pool of talent in order to remain competitive. According to
the Washington Post, more than 22,000 high school students
are working in the technology sector today. That number is
expected to more than double by the year 2000.
The last point that companies should bear in mind when filling positions is to consider their existing employees for new
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responsibilities. It is amazing how little companies know about
the talent pool that exists within their own four walls.
These new trends might not fit into traditional corporate culture, but they may become more common due to the core reality of recruiting in the '90s. Potential employees are looking for
experience and training as much as, if not more than, a paycheck. The U.S. is now a knowledge economy, and the candidates interviewed today will be serious about a career path and
training opportunities available to them.

USINGTRAININGTORETAINYOURWORKFORCE

T he next CRM fundamental is investing in the workforce
that your company has worked so hard to recruit. Employee
training is essential for both employer and employee. Unfortunately, many companies have come to view employee training
as a double -edged sword and have cut spending in this area. In
fact, companies on the average spend less per capita on training today than they did a decade ago. One major reason for this
decline is the fear of losing the investment made in an employee. With higher turnover, less loyalty, and competitive poaching
rampant, too many companies have become training averse.
They fear that they will spend their time and money to train
an employee who will then use the added experience to find a
better job.
That perception is exactly right. If a business trains an
employee in a new skill, then it has increased the employee's
value significantly to both its own and other organizations. If a
company does not then use this new knowledge and competitively compensate its employees, there is a good chance the
employees will seek out greener pastures. These guidelines on
training might make it easier to find the right balance:

parties. Deploy that investment where it makes the most sense
for your organization, but make sure your employees are aware
of this benefit and how to use it. Many companies have tuition
reimbursement plans or training policies that are underused.

Make sure that employees are trained adequately to use the
tools they need to do their jobs. Although this point may sound
obvious, most employees who use computers have never
received formal computer training. There has been a lot of discussion about the personal computer and whether it has really
made people more productive. The answer is crystal clear. If
employees are teaching themselves the applications on which
they are supposed to be proficient, they probably are not much
more productive. If they have received formal training on the
tools they are expected to use daily, they are much more likely
to use them well.

THEIMPORTANCEOFCOMPLIANCE

A nother vital CRM fundamental is human resource compli-

ance. Good compliance by the HR department ensures that a
company is adhering to the laws that cover its employees and
the workplace. In many companies, however, HR compliance is
not given the attention commensurate with the risk to the firm.
How big is that risk? The two largest HR compliance settlements ever, the EEOC's suit against Texaco and the charges
against Mitsubishi for sexual harassment, occurred in the last
six months. These companies were fined millions of dollars, and
careers were destroyed because no one took the reality of the
'90s' workplace seriously. If these incidents have not yet
"turned on the lights" in your own organization, then this
nightmare may be in your company's future. Litigation associated with the workplace has increased 2,200 %* in the last
Invest in your employees. A primary reason employees leave is decade and shows no sign of abating anytime soon.
Here's a quick test on your company's HR compliance. If you
the perception that their employer is not making an investpass,
you are ahead of most companies. Your organization is
ment in them. The double -edged sword becomes a self - fulfilling
facing
litigation related to its hiring practices, and you have to
prophecy. Employers will not train their employees for fear
that they will leave, so the employee leaves to get that training. produce all the statistics from all the applicants to your comInvest in your employees, and you might find more loyalty than pany for the last two years. Which ones were hired and into
which positions? How many are still with you? What were their
you think.
raises and promotions? Bottom line —if you cannot produce
Train your employees to grow within your organization. Imple- this information quickly and clearly, your chances of winning in
ment a logical sequence of courses and seminars that will allow court are slim to none.
HR compliance is neither glamorous nor easy, but today it is
upward mobility. It is easier to fill positions from the inside
than to compete in the current job market. Track the skills, a business necessity. Employers need to carefully track HR catcourses, and certifications of employees. Make sure that infor- egories such as the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA),
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), and the Equal Employmation is available to other departments within the company.
ment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). One respondent in a
Realize that a well-trained employee is worth more in the mar- recent survey we conducted stated the newest acronym, FMLA,
ketplace. Recognize that fact, and act accordingly. Do not nick- "was the biggest mess and hardest to track." If you have not put
el and dime someone to death if his/her skill set and experience the systems in place to track HR compliance yet, you should. It
can command more. Many companies refuse to give reasonable is a small investment —as little as $20 per employee. That's
salary adjustments based on updated skills. Yet the minute the about the cheapest insurance you can get.
employee leaves, the organization will go right out and replace
him/her at a far higher salary. This paradox is one of those THEREVIEWPROCESS
business mysteries we all witness but rarely change.
eyond the core legal requirements of HR compliance,
Set a training standard within the company, and stick to it. Too employers also have an obligation to provide their employees
many training efforts are sporadic and short- lived. A good rule with timely, accurate reviews. A well- managed review process
of thumb is to reinvest 2% of total compensation into training, can help companies develop a better workforce while consiswhich represents less than $1,000 per employee in most com- tently updating employees on how well they are doing.
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Unfortunately, the main vehicle for supporting this key
objective, the performance review, is rooted in a history more
focused on documenting and measuring employee performance
than in truly developing better employees. From creating a
record of employee performance to comply with governmental
antidiscrimination guidelines in the 1960s, to implementing
pay for performance practices in the '80s, the performance
review process has never been taken very seriously, nor has it
been truly successful as a development tool.
To increase their competitive advantage, companies need to
implement performance management systems that combine
legal protection and pay for performance with current best
practices that are focused on developing employee performance
and increasing organizational effectiveness. But managers typically do not have time to compose thoughtful evaluations, find
it difficult to give frank performance feedback, and rarely
receive formal training on conducting reviews.
Consequently, reviews typically are late and poorly documented. Employees become frustrated because their evaluations are sporadic and often confusing. The average hard -working employee gets little lasting value out of the review process,
and the company misses an excellent chance to impart useful
direction and development advice. The human resource department subsequently spends much of its time policing the process
rather than adding value to it.
There is also legal exposure for not conducting adequate
employee reviews. Recently, a federal jury in Dallas awarded
$7.1 million to a soft drink company executive who was fired
while being treated for alcoholism. The executive filed suit
claiming that his alcoholism was a protected disability under
the Americans with Disabilities Act, and, therefore, the company had a duty to accommodate him by permitting him to complete his treatment program and return to work. The company
argued that the executive was terminated for prior performance problems and violent, threatening behavior. The jury
rejected the company's arguments, in part, because the company had failed to document properly any performance problems
including instances of violent behavior.

ADDINGVALUETOTHEPERFORMANCEREVIEW

I

wo simple changes to the process can have significant and
immediate impact on the quality and timeliness of employee
reviews. First, companies should distribute the process more
equally between employees and managers. This shared responsibility gives a sense of empowerment and ownership to the
employee while significantly lightening management burden.
Two weeks before the review is due, the responsible manager sets up an initial meeting and brings a draft review to discuss with the employee. The employee is directed to bring a
brief "self - review" focusing not only on performance but also on
the attainment of the most important objectives of his position.
In the first meeting, the employee presents his review while
the manager takes notes and asks questions that will help in
the formal review. At the close of the meeting, the manager sets
a time for a full review meeting. During the interim period, the
manager finishes the review, taking advantage of the employee's input to better focus the effectiveness of the review.
This two -stage process ensures that the employee feels his
views have been heard. At the same time, it reduces the odds of
a serious miscommunication between the manager and
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employee. If there are gaps between the way the employee and
manager perceive the employee's performance, the manager
has the time to analyze the problem and effectively communicate a suggested resolution to the employee.
Automation is the second change that companies can implement to significantly improve the review process. The new
breed of review software tools available today solves many of
the problems associated with the paper -based review process.
They help ensure that the reviews are consistent and legally
appropriate. The best systems lead the managers through the
review process and automate the tasks of tracking and measuring performance. They also help with the most difficult part
of a review— putting the assessments into writing.
Review software also allows managers to enter pertinent
data at any time during the year and then pull that information into the proper format at review time. Performance
reviews can then be constructed in stages and at times when
certain performance criteria, whether good or bad, are fresh in
the manager's mind. Departments or business units can create
their own performance criteria and standards, or companies
can create basic organization -wide criteria and standards and
let the departments add more business - specific content.

EMPLOYEESELF-SERVICE

B

y implementing an employee self - service system, companies
also can improve their performance along several of the CRM
fundamental metrics. Using Web technology within the walls of
the company, Internet -based self - service allows employees to
manage their own HR records and transactions.
For instance, applicants who enter information as part of the
recruiting process can update it when they are hired as well as
when major life events such as marriage or the birth of a child
occur. This feature ensures that HR always is working with the
latest information when analyzing benefits requirements. Similarly, employees can have the option of enrolling themselves in
training courses, subject to their manager's approval, and
thereby take control of their own development.
As a result, information is more accurate because it is captured at its source, and employees receive better service
because online transactions are completed in a more timely
manner than the traditional paper process. And, finally, removing HR staff from the drudgery of paperwork lets it focus on the
value- adding work of recruiting, developing, and retaining the
best workforce possible.
If organizations take the time to study the procedures they
have in place to manage their most vital resources —their people —they can improve the competitiveness of their businesses
with a more talented and loyal workforce. Although these
human resource issues may not sound that important, they are
essential to the well -being of any company. Corporate Resource
Management helps organizations give these issues the attention they deserve. ■
Robert Skinne r i s senior vice president , sal es and market ing, Best Software, Reston, Va.
The next article in this two -part series on Corporate Resource Management
will focus on financial asset management. It will also include 10 steps to management wellness through CRM.
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AllAboardfort--h-eEuro
Any business with a direct investment in a European subsidiary, a joint venture, or
export /import activity in Europe should have a strategic plan in place to deal with
the introduction of the euro. Implementation will take place from January 1, 1999,
50

to June 30, 2002, and the trend in many industries is to convert early. The effects of the EMU
are far - reaching, and the costs and complexities
associated with conversion could well exceed

so

those of the Year 2000 for many companies.

Every company affected should form a steering committee and consult with its
professional advisors to determine the best possible strategy for implementation.
Failure to do so could result in business disruptions and lost opportunities.

BY ANET E W. ESTRADA, CPA; SUSAN W. MARTIN, CMA, CPA; AND
SANDERS. WECHSLER, CPA
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INS TITUTEE

he introduction of the euro has been likened to a time bomb for
financial systems, an occurrence more onerous than the Year 2000
problem, and a chance for multinational businesses to increase their
competitive presence. As management accountants and
financial managers, what are you doing to prepare your
company for this event?
The issues surrounding the handling of the euro
are complicated, and there are implications in the
areas of information technology systems, accounting
and financial reporting, taxes, legal issues, and marketing. Because there are so few rules and regulations
in place now —in fact, it's almost a "make them up as y o L
go along" situation —we thought we'd offer some things for
you to think about and perhaps a place to start on your journey toward
euro conversion.

T

IN THE BEGINNING

A

s you know, on January 1, 1999, the European Monetary Union
(EMU) will launch its new monetary unit, the euro, as the single currency for Europe. National currencies, such as the Italian lira and the
French franc, will become subunits of the euro like cents are subunits of
the dollar, and the conversion rates of the participating national currenties will be fixed irrevocably to the euro.
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Countries participating in the first wave of monetary union
include Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland,
Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, and Spain, aka
Euroland. Denmark, Sweden, and the U.K., also members of
the European Union, have chosen not to join the monetary
union in the first wave, but they are expected to join soon
after 2002. Greece is the only country that failed to meet certain entry requirements. Among the Eastern European countries, the Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary, Slovenia, and
Estonia are negotiating with the European Commission (EC)
and are expected to join the EMU soon.
On May 3, 1998, the bilateral exchange rates of the participating countries' currencies to each other were fixed. These
fixed rates represent target rates because the currencies of
the participating countries will continue to float in the market until December 31, 1998. But the governments of those
countries have promised to intervene in the markets to

Table1.BILATERALCONVERSIONRATES
AGAINSTTHED-MARK
May
4

Fixed
Rate

Market
Rate

Difference Between
Fixed and Market

France

3.35386

3.353

-0.03%

Ireland

0.402676

0.3979

-1.19%

Italy

990.002

987.0895

-0.29%

Portugal

102.505

102.4979

-0.01%

85.0098

-0.07%

Spain

85.0722

Source: financial Times, May 5,1998
Images used in Figures and Table ®Digital Vision Ltd,

ensure that the market rates on December 31 will be equal to
the target rates established in May. By announcing the rates
early, the EC hoped to avoid market fluctuations and arbitrage leading up to the introduction of the euro. Yet it appears
that the markets already had absorbed the impact of the single currency by the time the fixed bilateral rates were
announced. See Table 1, which shows that shortly after the
announcement, key currency market rates were very close to
the target rates.
The timetable for implementing the euro is three and a half
years. In the first stage, which begins January 1, 1999, non cash transactions such as those arising from credit cards,
bank drafts, wire transfers, and direct deposits may be
denominated in either euros or in the old national currencies
of EMU participants, the so- called legacy currencies. After
January 1, 2002, all noncash transactions must be denominated in euro. Coins and paper currency will not be issued
until January 1, 2002, and on June 30, 2002, all national currencies within the EMU will become obsolete.

IMPLICATIONSFORBUSINESS
hen should a company begin its conversion? The answer
is, "it depends." Many large companies in Europe will be eurocompliant in 1999. Some even have said they will require
their suppliers to denominate all transactions in the euro as
of January 1, 1999. Hence, if you are a supplier for one of
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these companies, you may have to meet your customer's needs
and begin issuing euro invoices in 1999. All companies should
establish an understanding with their customers and suppliers about which currency is to be used for invoicing and payment after January 1, 1999.
After December 31, 1998, most taxing authorities will be
able to process euro- denominated tax returns. Germany is the
notable exception and is not expected to have euro capabilities in its systems until 2002. That means companies in Germany may have to convert to euros in 1999 to respond to the
needs of their suppliers and customers, but they will continue
to file tax returns and pay taxes in DEM until 2002.

WHAT'SAHEADFORINFORMATION
TECHNOLOGYSYSTEMS?

In the information technology (IT) environment, the introduction of the euro creates two separate problems. The first is
managing the conversion of a company's IT systems to the
euro while simultaneously addressing the Year 2000 issue.
The second is dealing with the transition period. This period
between January 1, 1999, and December 31, 2001, requires IT
to support both the legacy currencies and the euro.
Companies need to address a number of issues in order to
convert their IT systems. They must assess the scope of their
euro conversion project, develop a strategy to achieve euro
readiness, figure out the impact of the transition period, and
implement a solution that meets the needs of customers and
suppliers and that is consistent with timelines of in -house
conversions or updates provided by software vendors.
To determine the scope of their euro project, businesses
should start by reviewing their information systems. Euro
conversion teams can use the information gathered in the
company's Year 2000 project as the starting point for their
euro impact analysis. Although the euro conversion and the
millennium bug will require some common solutions, the two
projects are fundamentally different and should be managed
separately.
Based on the initial review, companies should perform a
detailed analysis of the impact the euro will have on various
applications. Applications that will experience the greatest
potential impact should be addressed first and most likely
will include the primary financial accounting systems such as
the general ledger, receivable systems, purchasing, payable
and disbursement systems, payroll, treasury, and cost
accounting systems. Ancillary information systems such as
spreadsheets, offline databases, data warehouses, and systems used in risk management may be impacted as well and
should be included in the scope of the project. The most common impact that will occur as a result of the euro is the conversion of accounting data from the legacy currencies to the
euro and statutory changes that will have to be built into the
software such as value -added tax (VAT) and postage rates.
Next, a company must develop a conversion strategy. There
are three main ways it could go. The first strategy is the parallel approach, which requires companies to create a complementary —but separate— information system that will track
transactions in the euro. Companies that use this approach
will first have to convert their existing financial information
into a new euro system. Then, as financial transactions occur,
they are recorded in both currency systems irrespective of the
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Figure 1. CONVERSION TRIANGULATION METHOD
currency in which they were denominated originally. This
strategy will let a company process transactions in either
currency, but it requires transactions recorded in either system to be converted and recorded in the second system also
(transaction synchronization). This process may require signi fic a nt ha r dwa re re so u r c es a n d wi ll wo r k o n ly if th e e x ist -

way conversions are to be performed, including specifying the
number of decimals used in converting data currently
expressed in the legacy currencies. According to EC regulations, the conversion factor should have six digits, which creates the potential for converted amounts to have as many as
11 decimal places. As a result, converted amounts may be in

ing systems can handle the euro.
A second strategy is the big-bang approach. This approach
involves converting a company's information system to euro-

a format that many IT systems are not able to handle. Finally, systems also must provide for consistent treatment of
rounding differences that will result from the conversion.

compliant systems at a single point in time, for example, at
year-end. This approach eliminates some of the hardware
requirements, but it doesn't address the issues associated
with the transition period and may not work in all IT
environments.
The third strategy is called the phased approach. It provides the most flexibility because a single application software package processes transactions simultaneously in
either currency. Its main drawback is that only certain software packages have this functionality.
Another set of IT issues revolves around the transition
period from 1999 to 2002. During this period the present
national (legacy) currencies and the euro will co-exist. While
the idea of supporting both currencies may sound simple,
problems arise because the European regulations stipulate
that there will be no direct exchange rates between legacy
currencies during the transition phase. In other words, to
convert German marks to French francs today, the direct
DEM to FRF exchange rate is used. But starting January 1,
1999, the DEM must be expressed in euro first and then converted to FRF. (See Figure 1.)
This conversion method, called triangulation, also will
affect U.S. companies with European currency transactions
because the legacy currencies will not continue to fluctuate
in the market after December 31, 1998. Thus, a U.S. company
converting dollars to French francs will have to convert
through the euro also (see Figure 2). And triangulation
requires different currency conversion program logic than
most applications use now, so software with multicurrency
capabilities is not euro-compliant because of the triangulation requirements.
The EC also has issued detailed regulations regarding the

ACCOUNTINGANDFINANCIALREPORTING

T

he Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) has
identified four general areas with possible financial accounting and reporting implications relating to the euro. They
include accounting for the cost of conversion, foreign currency translation-related issues, segment disclosures, and general disclosures about the introduction of the euro and its
effect on financial statements. But the staff of the FASB has
deferred issuing euro-related guidance until it can gain a
better understanding of issues that may arise.
The European Commission has provided euro- specific
interpretations for its accounting directives, which apply to
companies located in member countries of the European
Union. In general terms, the restatement of account balances
to euro is not considered a revaluation of assets and liabilities, so there are no exchange differences as a result of the
conversion under European accounting rules. But exchange
differences on open transactions between currencies of countries participating in the EMU (such as a French company
with a Dutch guilder receivable) will be permanent once the
euro conversion rates have been fixed irrevocably. Under the
accounting rules of the EC, these differences are deemed to
be realized, regardless of the reporting currency used after
January 1, 1999. In other words, the French company may
continue to report in francs, but the exchange difference from
translating its guilder receivable is considered realized and
should be recognized in the income statement in the period
when the euro conversion rates are fixed. In fact, the European guidelines require recognition of gains and losses from
open transactions in years ending on December 31, 1998,
AUGUST 1998
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Figure 2. CONVERSION BETWEEN EUROLAND AND NON - EUROLAND CURRENCIES
because these transactions can be settled only in euro, or
through the euro, using the triangulation rules, which
become effective January 1, 1999.
All historical account balances will be converted at the
same fixed rate, so the historic trends and comparability of
the financial statements will be retained. But converting historical account balances presents some interesting challenges
because the euro conversion rates are fixed only once, on
January 1, 1999, and historical rates are not available to convert prior year data. Because of this situation, historical data
must always be converted from the legacy reporting currency
in t o eu r o . A G e r m a n c o m pa n y wit h sa l e s i n F r a n ce m u st c o n -

vert the historical FRF sales to DEM and then to EUR
rather than converting the FRF sales to EUR and adding
them to its DEM sales converted to euro.
As the euro does not exist until January 1, 1999, no
exchange rates between the euro and non -EMU currencies
are available. Therefore, historical data for years before 1999
must be converted from the legacy currency, such as DEM,
into the U.S. dollar or other non -EMU currencies, even if the
European entity reports the historical balances in euro.
Co n v e r si o n c o st s a re e x p e n se d u n d e r Eu r o p e a n a c c o u n t i n g

practice, except in Germany where capitalization of certain
conversion costs is allowed. In the United States, conversion
costs probably will be treated like the Year 2000 costs and
expensed, but no guidance from U.S. standard setters is
available yet.

TAXIMPLICATIONS
he European Commission chairs a forum for tax authorities from member countries where they can exchange information on the way their respective countries will deal with
common issues and the extent to which they intend to pursue a common approach with respect to matters such as
income taxation. The Commission has said it expects that
the rules finally adopted by the member countries will not
cause any significant distortions. But income tax legislation
comes within the jurisdiction of each member state, and the
Commission has not indicated that it will attempt to compel
uniformity.
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In some cases, as in Germany and Austria, exchange gains
and losses from the conversion to the euro will be deferred
until the disposition of the underlying asset or liability
through the use of a special reserve. But in France, where
the general rule is that both realized and unrealized
exchange gains and losses are recognized for tax purposes,
euro conversion gains or losses are expected to be included in
the tax calculation.
In addition to the local tax consequences, there are potential U.S. income tax issues relating to the single currency. For
example, the euro very likely may be considered a new "functional currency" under the Internal Revenue Code. The definition of that term for U.S. tax purposes is similar to its financial accounting definition: A company's functional currency is
that currency in which it transacts a significant portion of its
business, such as to generate revenue, purchase materials
and supplies, and raise its capital. A subsidiary of a U.S.
company can change its functional currency under appropriate circumstances, and the euro conversion presumably will
be adequate cause. When a subsidiary changes its functional
currency, however, it may be required to recognize gain or
loss on certain kinds of assets and liabilities. For example,
assume a U.S. parent company lends French francs to its
subsidiary in France. Usually any gain or loss on this transaction would be deferred until the loan is repaid. But if the
French subsidiary is considered to have changed its functional currency when it begins using euros, that would accelerate
the recognition of any gain or loss to the U.S. parent on the
loan.
The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) recently solicited comments on the tax implications of the euro conversion, specifically inviting discussion of two issues: Is conversion of the
legacy currencies to the euro a change in functional currency? Is conversion of the legacy currency to the euro a realization event, and, if so, when is recognition of the gain or loss
appropriate?
The question of whether the conversion to the euro is a
change of functional currency is the most critical tax issue
with respect to the euro. If the euro conversion is viewed
merely as a redenomination of local currencies, there will be
no U.S. tax effect. But if the euro were a change in functional

currency, the IRS would be taxing a result of governmental
change of currency rather than a corporate decision to
change currency.
A related question is, "If the legacy currency and euro coexist, at what point should measurement of a change in functional currency occur ?" Foreign currency exchange gains and
losses can't occur on a transaction denominated in a company's own functional currency. A company doing business in
Germany can't deduct exchange gains and losses related to
business transactions denominated in the German mark if
the mark is chosen as the functional currency. Would the
euro conversion then "change" the functional currency from
the German mark to create taxable exchange gains and losses through no action by corporate management? The IRS is
examining this question now but has provided no clear guidance so far. Tax professionals strongly advocate that the euro
conversion be viewed as a redenomination rather than a
change in functional currency. The Tax Executives Institute
believes that "U.S. multinational corporations should be in
the same tax position that they were in before the conversion." Clearly, the intent of the European Union was to make
the euro conversion a tax neutral event. We hope the IRS
comes to the same conclusion.
The second issue posed to the IRS relates to realization
and timing of the realization of any gains and losses. Clearly
this issue is secondary to the issue of a change in functional
currency, but if a change in functional currency is deemed to
have occurred on January 1, 1999, the exchange gains and
losses will be recognized in full on December 31, 1998, for
calendar -year corporations. Therefore, this issue must be
resolved as quickly as possible.
Another challenging tax issue relates to redenomination of
financial instruments. The European Union clearly intends
that the euro conversion will not affect any contractual relationships or financial instruments, but existing financial
instruments such as long -term debt and other financial contracts may reference legacy currencies only. The redenomination into euro will affect balance sheet accounts, which
reflect financial instruments such as investments, contracts,
or long -term debt. If the IRS deems the euro conversion a
change in functional currency, exchange gains and losses will
occur on these balance sheet accounts as well as on hedged
transactions. What happens when a qualifying hedge effectively disappears as a result of the euro conversion —in other
words, either one or both sides of the hedge disappear? Is
taxable gain or loss recognized on "disposal" of the hedge as a
result of the conversion?
A final issue is the timing of the deductibility of conversion
costs for the euro. Should such costs be capitalized or immediately expensed? It appears that such costs should qualify
to be expensed immediately similar to the Year 2000 conversion costs. Here, too, corporate taxpayers need certainty
when planning transactions, and the IRS should release
clear guidance for the euro conversion as soon as possible.

LEGALISSUES
he European Commission has provided for continuity in
contractual relationships by establishing that legacy currency values used in legal documents are deemed to be replaced
by their euro equivalent at the fixed conversion rate. New

York, California, and Illinois have enacted similar laws
addressing the euro issues, and legislation is under consideration in other states. In general terms, all debt and foreign
exchange transactions denominated in the currency of an
EMU participant can be discharged in the national currency
or euros at the fixed conversion rate until the end of the
transition phase. After June 30, 2002, the euro will be the
only available legal tender. The same holds true for ECU denominated instruments. Furthermore, all fixed interest
rate obligations must be discharged at the contract rate.
Companies with agreements involving parties in EMU countries should review them with their legal counsel and
address potential issues as soon as possible. Furthermore,
new contracts should contain appropriate language to accommodate the new currency.

MARKETINGIMPLICATIONS
robably the most notable attribute of the euro from a
marketing standpoint is the price transparency it will provide across national borders. Until now, significant differences in price structures for various European countries
were common in many industries. After the launch of the
euro, companies no longer will be able to mask price differences with differences in exchange rates, and the new price
transparency is likely to erode profit margins. Some companies may be able to partially offset this situation by lowering
the cost of supplies and raw materials purchased in Europe.
Also, several business opportunities may arise from
increased merger activity, allowing companies to expand
their presence in the European market. The European capital markets will increase in liquidity and in depth, making it
easier and cheaper for companies to raise capital, expand
operations, and enter new markets. That means an increase
in new competitors from other European countries who find
it increasingly attractive to expand across Euroland. Companies must develop a strategy to address the changing realities of the European market to ensure their competitive position and to take advantage of the many opportunities offered
by the single European currency.

WELCOMEABOARD
he effects of the EMU are far - reaching, and our brief discussion touched on just a few of the issues. If your company
does business in Europe, directly or indirectly, you are likely
to be affected by the EMU. You should identify the issues
that are most important to your company and address them
as soon as possible. If your company has professional advisors, perhaps they can offer additional help on clarifying the
legal, tax, and accounting issues. ■
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The Software Side
Are your financial systems ready for the
multicurrencydemands of the euro?
BY RICHARD GREEN

—will

urope's adoption of a new single currency will
impact financial software systems all over the
world, so if your answer is, yes, you're ahead of
the game. If you aren't sure, here are some guidelines
that may help you get your company ready.
Euro bank notes and coins become legal tender
January 1, 2002. But prior to that there will be a transition period in which the euro will exist side by side
with each country's national currency. That period
begins on "Conversion Weekend " — January 1, 1999. At
that time, wholesale financial activity is expected to
begin moving rapidly to the euro, and participating
countries will decide when to convert their ledgers to
the new base currency. National currencies will be
withdrawn during this period, and by July 1, 2002,
once familiar bank notes like the franc and the mark
no longer will be legal tender.
Until then, multicurrency —in which several valid
interchangeable base currencies and transaction curbe the coin of the
rencies exist side by side
realm. That could mean havoc for corporate financial
software systems. Accounting system operators must
be sure their software can distinguish between these

currencies, be made euro - compliant, and allow for payment in a third currency (the ability to pay invoices in
currency other than a system's base currency or that
in which the invoice is recorded).
Corporations using financial systems need to know
precisely how the currency change will affect their
systems and exactly what to look for to prepare for
conversion to the euro.

HOWTHEEUROWILLAFFECT
FINANCIALSOFTWARESYSTEMS

T he euro will have a significant impact on large and
on multinational companies that trade with European
partners, regardless of whether their base currency is
participating in the first wave of the monetary union.
Some financial systems will not be able to handle the
euro without adjustments. Single - currency suppliers
and customers, for example, will have to deal in multicurrency because several companies within Europe
already have expressed a preference for billing or
being billed in the euro early on.
The effect of the euro on financial software systems
can be seen best from two main perspectives —the

Is your financial system ready? . . . Key requirements forth
• The ability to enter transactions in foreign currency.
• The ability to differentiate between base currency and entered foreign currency.
• The ability to inquire on transactions in general ledger in foreign currency, base currency, or another
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•

selected currency.
The ability to revalue foreign currency transactions when exchange rates change.

•

Integrated difference on exchange (DOE) processing.

•

Receipt and allocation of cash in a third currency for accounts receivable.

•

Payment of invoices in a third currency in accounts payable.
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of EMU
requirement to process transactions during the dual currency phase and the requirement to convert
ledgers to a new base currency.
Processing during the transition (dual-currency)
period.Financial software systems must be capable of
processing business transactions (for example, orders
and invoices) in the euro as early as January 1,
1999 —the beginning of the dual - currency phase of the
European Monetary Union (EMU). This is a requirement regardless of whether the base currency in
which the company operates has been converted in
the company's accounting systems.
To cope with this requirement, systems must have
multicurrency capability —they must be able to differentiate between base currencies and transaction currencies. For instance, they must be able to record payment to a supplier in euros on an invoice written in
lira. Systems also need to be able to cope with "triangulation." At present, each national currency has a
floating rate of exchange against another, depending
on market fluctuations. When the euro comes along,
national currencies participating in the EMU will
have a fixed rate to the euro but no listed rate against
other currencies. Under triangulation, foreign currency values will first have to be converted to a euro value using the floating rate to the euro, and then the
euro value will be converted to the participating
national currency using the fixed rate. Figure 1 shows
today's method of conversion, and Figure 2 illustrates
triangulation.
To see what's ahead, let's look at some examples of
transactions that might occur.
Example 1 —A company with a participating base currency receives an invoice denominated in euros. If its
financial software is not capable of processing foreign
currency, the euro transaction must be converted manually. Obviously, manual conversion is not feasible for
a large enterprise with high volumes of transactions.

1

5

If the financial software has multicurrency capability, then the invoice could be entered in the transaction
currency —in this case, euros —after the euro has been
set up as a new currency on the system. Rates stored
in the system would be used to calculate the base currency value, and both the foreign currency amount
and the base equivalent would be stored by the system. Multicurrency capability also would allow national currency values to be translated to euros after a
company has converted its base currency to the euro.
Example 2 —A firm with a nonparticipating base currency receives an invoice in deutsche marks during
the transition period. The deutsche mark figure needs
to be converted to euros using the fixed rate to six significant figures and at least three decimal places. The
euro figure then needs to be converted to base currency using the published floating rate. This new requirement is unique to EMU, and even multicurrency
financial systems must be amended to cope with it.

Example 3 —A supplier who is recorded on a company's accounts payable system as single currency has
started billing in euros. A multicurrency system could
handle the euro payment, as per example 1, but the
company would have to convert the supplier from single currency to multicurrency status. Alternatively,
the user may be able to set up a new supplier record.
Example 4 —A company's customer would like to be

billed in euros. A multicurrency system would allow
accounts receivable/sales invoicing applications to
issue invoices in a currency that is appropriate for the
customer. If the customer previously was held on the
system as single currency, the company must convert
the customer to multicurrency status. On the other
hand, the user may be able to set up a new customer
record.
Example 5 —A company has changed its base currency
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to the euro during the transition period, but there is a
requirement to submit government returns such as
value -added tax (VAT) in national currency. A multi currency system would allow reporting of transactions
and balances in both the euro and national currency.

CONVERTINGBASE
CURRENCYTOTHEEURO

C onverting a company's underlying base currency is
a complex process. All modules within a financial
information system will be affected by this changeover, so each one has to be examined to determine the
fields that must be converted. If modules have been
modified and customized, extra work will be involved.
Processes also will have to deal with rounding -off differences that will occur during currency conversion.
For instance, the transactions on an accounts payable
invoice may not add up to the invoice total after conversion. A company will have to keep a full audit trail,

L

Figure 1. CURRENT EXCHANGE

L

1

Early conversion. Many large multinational companies
already have announced that they will convert their
base currencies to the euro in the first year of the
transition period. Under a "no compulsion, no prohibition" principle, however, such companies cannot compel suppliers to deal with them in euros, but suppliers
who cannot quote in euros may find themselves at a
competitive disadvantage as they will need to tender
particularly competitive prices to compensate for the
exchange risk. A U.S. -based company that trades
mainly with participating countries and resolves to
switch its base currency to the euro will take on an
exchange rate risk in the expectation of competitive
advantage.

Late conversion. Government organizations within
participating countries probably will not convert until
the euro becomes legal tender in 2002. That means
companies that have converted to the euro early will
have to restate government tax returns in denominated national currencies. This may well be a factor in
influencing companies to opt for a late conversion.

WHYHAVEFULLMULTICURRENCY
CAPABILITIES?

Y our financial system should be able to enter trans-

Images used In Figures and Table Wiglial Vision Lid .

including identification of the treatment of rounding
differences. All interfaces and reports will require
review and potential amendment. After conversion,
companies will need to have a means of making sure
system integrity has been maintained.
Businesses operating in a country participating in
the EMU must convert their base currency to the euro
in 2002 at the latest. The timing of the conversion
raises a number of issues. For one thing, the conversion can be done at any time during the transition
period, not just at the end of the financial year. Companies will need to decide whether to convert during
the early stages of the transition period or toward the
end. Many may feel obliged to begin handling the euro
from the start, especially if their competitors are
doing so.
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actions in base currency or foreign carrying currency.
General ledger inquiries and reports will show the
base equivalent value of foreign currency entered or
the foreign currency value. Values entered in foreign
currency can be displayed in another chosen currency
using select and display options on inquiries. In the
case of a participating base currency, until a company
chooses to change its underlying base currency, it may
be necessary to output reports and inquiries, including balance sheets and profit and loss accounts, in
both the existing base currency and the euro. Because
the rate to the euro is fixed, it is a relatively simple
process to output, say, a general ledger report or an
online inquiry expressed as a euro equivalent.

LOOKFORADDITIONALFUNCTIONALITY

W hether you are making your existing financial system euro - compliant or buying a new one, there are a
number of specific functionality features that will
make compliance easier. In some instances, such as
with triangulation, additional functionality is necessary. Here are some examples of functionality you
should look for in a euro - compliant financial system.

Accounts payable. Euro - compliant accounts payable
systems must allow for payment in a third currency.
Third - currency payment means the ability to pay
invoices that have been recorded in one currency in
another currency a company selects other than base

MSITION PERIOD

To stay abreast of the latest developregarding the euro, there are two
Web sites you may want to visit. For the
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best practices that will serve as a basis
for assessing the suitability of IT systems
for use with the euro. Its Web site is
www. bosda. org.

currency. Suppliers could be paid in euros, for example, even if the original invoice had been recorded in a
pa r t ic i p a ti n g b a se c u r re n c y su c h a s li r a .

Accounts receivable. Accounts receivable must allocate
and receive cash in a third currency. Some financial
systems allow you to allocate cash received in any currency against documents recorded in another nominated currency. This functionality allows cash received
in either euros or participating base currency to be
allocated to outstanding debt, regardless of the carrying currency of the invoice.
Supplier conversion process. A financial system that's
going to handle the euro should be able to change any
supplier accounts previously set up as single currency
to multicurrency. Once the change has been made, the
system will be able to process euro invoices received
in base currency.
Customer currency conversion process. The conversion
to the euro will, of course, affect existing customer
accounts as well. Financial systems should be able to
change any customer accounts previously set up as
single currency to multicurrency. Previous single currency customers then could be billed in euros if they
request it.
Conversion of local currency options. Some euro -compliant financial systems will let users convert a com-

pany's base currency (all balances and transactions) to
the euro on a key date or reimplement the financial
system with the euro as the base currency.

EUROSUPPORTSERVICES

S ystem providers have been aware of EMU for some
time, and they should be expected to offer support services during the conversion process. When you are
preparing your company for the euro, be sure a given
financial systems vendor is able to provide services
such as new software release implementation and conversion processes, EMU awareness training, and
impact analysis. Providers also should supply complete business analysis for EMU requirements, including data analysis of existing systems; help its customers develop plans for EMU; and assist in the
implementation of these plans. Make sure you discuss
these issues with your software provider as quickly as
possible so your company can become euro - compliant
at its own speed. ■

Richard Gre en is te chnical product di rector of QSP Fi nanci al
Informat ion Syst ems i n Ral ei gh, N .C. He has he ld vari ous middle
and se ni or manage me nt posit ions in t he company's U.K. and U .S.
operations. He can he reached by phone at 1- 800 - 326 -3435 or by
e -mail at rgreen@gspinc.com.
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'Hybrid Finance /IT Manager'

leads

hot trend in

financial and marketing
intelligence systems development.

The
It

'

n a rapidly growing trend, large global companies are
finding that the best way to manage and develop the
financial intelligence systems that run their operations
is to hire or create "hybrid" finance/IT managers and
place these financial systems under their control. These
"hybrids" have the advantage of speaking the languages of
both the finance and the information technology departments and can bridge the traditional communications gap
that often exists between the two groups.
Although fewer in number, hybrid marketing/IT managers are bringing the same advantages to global companies as their hybrid finance/IT cousins.
Hybrid managers usually come from a business background (although there are also examples of people who
have risen through the ranks of IT to such positions).
They view financial and/or management accounting as
their primary skill set, but somewhere along the line they
have built up a strong knowledge of and bent toward computers and computer systems. They tend to report primarily to the finance or marketing department but have
strong links or even "dotted line" reporting responsibilities
to the IT department.

OLAP Technology Drives Hybrid Trend
Certainly a driver behind the
trend toward hybrid finance /IT
and marketing /IT managers
has been the evolution of technology. But only in the past
three to five years have hardware and software evolved to
the point where hybrids are
creating their own major analytical financial systems quickly
and easily.
A number of tools for financial
data marts and business intelligence applications have
emerged under the umbrella of
OLAP (online analytical processing). These tools and the
increased computing power of
today's PCs allow hybrid managers in global companies to
build, manage, and control
powerful financial applications
without having to become IT
specialists.
In the examples of hybrids at

Bayer Diagnostics, Fuji, Samsung, and Zurich American
Insurance, the managers used
German software developer
MIS AG's Alea OLAP system.
With MIS Alea, from their laptops, the hybrid managers prototype financial and marketing
analytical systems within a
seamless Microsoft Excel®
spreadsheet environment. Their
prototyping is without initial
help from the information systems group. Then, in cooperation with IS, the prototype can
easily be grown to enter
prisewide, client /server applications after cost - benefit ratios
are proven. The end result is
that the systems accurately
reflect the way financial managers perform their business
without technical constraints
getting in the way.
Explaining OLAP ... Christopher Meister, president of MIS

AG in the U.S., points out, "At out of years of experience in
first, it's difficult for the human
consulting projects implementmind to visualize more than
ing large -scale financial reportthree dimensions. (A dimension ing and budgeting solutions.
is simply a group of related
"We recognized commonalties
elements like time, product,
among the systems we develregion, budget, actual.) But it's oped," Meister said. "And we
no problem for the computer.
started building toolsets to
OLAP simply gives you the
build financial applications and
ability to manage multidimensolutions more rapidly and effisional data in any perspective
ciently. Based on what we had
you want —fast. It's like an
learned about financial anaawesome eight - dimensional
lysts' needs, we built our own
Rubik's cube where the data
proprietary OLAP database."
reside in cells within hyper cubes and you click from one
MIS AG is a 10- year -old comperspective to another in a
pany that has achieved a domblink of an eye. The multidiinant position in the German
mensional approach has found OLAP financial reporting, budwide acceptance among end
geting, and planning market
users because it closely
with its MIS Solutions Financial
approximates the way financial Data Mart Suite and its Alea
managers intuitively analyze
database. With U.S. headquarwork every day."
ters in Florham Park, N.J., MIS
is hoping to follow in the footMeister notes that the MIS Solu- steps of SAP in achieving a
tions Suite and Alea evolved
presence in the U.S. market.

The primary benefits such hybrids bring to the business
intelligence picture are threefold:

NEWLEADERS, NEWTOOLS

1. Because they have an understanding of both business and
IT, hybrids can manage the development of solutions more
rapidly and efficiently than in the past when users of systems tried to communicate their business needs to the
information technology department and leave development
in IT's hands.
2. Because systems development is managed by a person
who implicitly understands the multidimensional needs
of the business analyst, the resulting solution tends to
more accurately reflect the businesses it is serving and
better fulfill the needs of analysts and managers. The
new systems reflect the way hybrid managers comprehend their business.
3. Because such hybrids usually report directly into the
finance or marketing departments, they are able to keep in
touch with the changing needs of these departments on a
daily basis. The analytical and reporting systems they
manage can evolve with the business rather than becoming obsolete in two to three years.

related trend is that to meet the demands of these new
managers, a small number of specialized software developers
are bringing to market analytical business tools — loosely
grouped under the designation OLAP or online analytical processing technology — designed to allow hybrids to perform
their multidimensional analytical jobs as efficiently, effectively, and easily as possible. And as the managers increase their
use of these new tools, they are rapidly becoming the new
leaders in analytical computer applications for business intelligence systems at global companies.
The key application areas managed by hybrids tend to span
financial data marts— repositories for the financial information and performance measures that run these companies —
plus financial reporting, budgeting, planning, modeling, and
statutory consolidations. Hybrids are in control, and their
mission is to improve decision making. In their decision -making process they employ market trend analysis, sales forecasting, sales reporting, planning, modeling, and sales analysis
and customer profitability. The analytical applications for
hybrids also are expanding into such areas as enterprise

A
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resource planning (ERP), purchasing and inventory management, business process management, and reengineering.
Just who are some of the hybrid managers and what are
their responsibilities?

BRUCELICHTOFZURICH

B

ruce Licht, manager of technology for Diversified Products,
a strategic division of the Zurich - American Insurance Group,
is the consummate example of the hybrid finance/IT manager.
He started his career as an auditor for one of the then "Big 8"
accounting firms and eventually moved into the finance side
of the insurance business.
"If you're to do your job properly in today's environment,
you need to have the business savvy of understanding exactly
what the business does," Light says. "In large corporate structures, you don't have a lot of time, and you need to make decisions on variables. In the old days, people would actually look
record by record to figure out what was going on. Today at
Zurich we are using OLAP technology. What OLAP does is
allow you to take a high -level
management approach and
hone in on where you think
your problems would be.
The point is, data are use\• ,
less unless you know
•
exactly how to hone in on
what's going on. Our system gives us the ability to
do what -ifs and analysis
on a much higher level,
such as corporate, division, or branch, with
drill -down. You can simply go to an area to analyze or to correct an
issue without IT's help
rather than having to
spend hours and hours
on a lower transaction
level and probably
never get there."
Licht remembers, prior to the
advent of the PC,
doing
all his finanSTONE IMAGES/ ,
cials manually,

EY

using pencil and
paper and 10- column ledger sheets. "The famous /infamous
white eraser was making life miserable, so I got into computers as a necessary mechanism. I didn't get into computers
because I thought they were cool. I got into computers
because they could help me in balancing and creating
reports —and then I found out they were cool.
"With my skills and our financial data mart software, I can
easily take the information of expenses, profit/loss, and all the
financial information from an analytical perspective and create a controlled environment that isn't complex. The point is,
Zurich is not a software company. Zurich is an insurance company We don't want to spend a lot of time creating our own
applications."
48
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FRANKMORETTIOFBAYER

F rank Moretti, senior financial systems analyst at Bayer
Diagnostics Inc., the Tarrytown, N.Y., based subsidiary of German chemical and pharmaceutical giant Bayer AG, is another
good example of the hybrid finance/IT manager. Although his
primary background is finance (he has a bachelor's degree in
business administration/finance), he is going for a master's
degree in information systems. Moretti recently spearheaded
the development of a multinational, multicurrency reporting
system for Bayer Diagnostics and now is working on evolving
the system to a combination budgeting, reporting, and data
mart application.
According to Moretti, "Because you have a financial background, you understand more clearly what the user needs.
You realize what things are important. This can help you
when it comes to making a decision on how to put an application together. A common problem that can occur is the user
not getting what he or she expected from an application. This
can happen when certain details are not translated properly
during the original planning with the IS group. My position
helps bridge the gap by having a financial background with
awareness of what is relevant, what's needed, and what the
user would like to see. In the end, it reduces much of the
time that used to be spent reworking applications because of
miscommunications."
Among the most quantifiable benefits from integrating
hybrid finance/IT managers into the organization are the
tremendous increase in speed and reduction in cost when generating financial solutions. Moretti notes that the system he
recently developed was turned around in less than three
months. "Furthermore, the MIS financial data mart system
cost approximately one -tenth of what it would have cost if
Bayer had built the system in the traditional way using other
products. And the fact that the new system allows people to
perform tasks in less than half the time it used to take them
makes the benefits even more tangible."

HEE•ILSHINOFSAMSUNG

H ee -il Shin, manager of marketing for Samsung France,
achieved similar results in a marketing and sales planning
system he developed. "The development costs for OLAP technology were lower, and the implementation schedules were
much shorter —about half the time it would have taken —than
if we had ordered a relational database system," he explained.
"We're not talking only software costs. We're also talking
training. It took me four days to train all 25 users —the training time and costs for a relational database would have been
much higher.
"System maintenance and add -on costs in a transactional
database also would have been higher training, mainte...- oriented system
nance, even hardware costs. A transaction
would be much more demanding on the hardware configuration than an OLAP analytic- oriented system," he added.

LARRYYELLINOFFUJI

L arry Yellin, former manager of planning and budgeting at
Fuji Photo Film USA Inc. and now a division controller, generated similar benefits for Fujifilm. He remembers being

A Few Terms

Dimension —one group of related
elements like time, product,
region, budget, actual, profit,
sales representative. While a
spreadsheet is limited to a flat,
two-dimensional "rows and
columns" view of data, OLAP
applications work the way we
think —in multiple dimensions —
hence the term multidimensional analysis. In daily analytical
applications, hybrid managers
seem to move intuitively from
one six- or eight - dimensional
focus to another.
Dril - Dowry—moving from a top -level overview down to a narrower view or even a single
record.
FinancialData Marts — repositories
for the financial information
and performance measures that
run global companies.

Hypercubes—a multidimensional
matrix of cells (as opposed to
records) in which data are
stored in OLAP applications.
Access to the data residing in
the cells is accomplished
through spreadsheet -oriented
formulas. Users can slice, dice,
drill down, and carve up a multidimensional hypercube to
answer complex questions.
Because a hypercube is prebuilt with the data aggregated,
analysis can be quick.
MOLAP—Multidimensional OLAP—

the some as OLAP.
OLAP—Online Analytical Processing— defined in The OLAP

Report as "fast analysis of
shared multidimensional information." This software technology enables end users to perform complex analyses easily
and efficiently on a laptop after
only one or two days of training. In global companies,
OLAP has taken over high -volume analytical applications
turning transaction -oriented flat

placed under tremendous pressure to get a new budgeting
system in place. The old mainframe system with which his
group had been working was not providing the flexibility
needed in the budgeting process. It required a complicated
process of exporting data from the mainframe into Microsoft
Access and Excel to get usable reports. He stumbled across
financial data mart software and decided to use it to build a
completely new system.
"I developed this application in about two months," Yellin
says. "It's not the perfect application, but I was rushed
because my budget cycle begins in November. When I finally
bought the software, it was the end of August.
"I trained with the software for maybe one or two days, and
I just started developing the application on my own. Within a
week, I had a working system for my financial reporting.
Then I made modifications, and it took maybe one month to
get a good working, reporting application that gave me the
flexibility of breaking down the reports by division, by products, by month, by account, and so on. Then I preached the
gospel and got the system implemented in time for our budgeting process.
"One major benefit is time savings, but it's the analytical

data into hierarchical, multidimensional, summarizable data
that are explorable in read -only
mode... quickly. Hands -on
financial managers never have
to leave their familiar spreadenvironment.

Hierarchies — levels within a dimension, such as, Article= >Product=>Product Group =>AII
Products.

sheet

Business Intelligence —the basic
reason for multidimensional
analysis at global companies is
to improve business intelligence
information and decision making. Business intelligence spans
a software category dedicated
to extracting information from
corporate databases for business analysis.

OLTP—Online Transaction Process-

ing— defines most relational
database management systems.
They are characterized by a
high volume of transactions that
affect a relatively small set of
data. For example, order entry
and airline reservations are
transaction-oriented applications. OLTP typically does not
support analytical requirements
vital for making corporate
strategic decisions and requiring large volumes of data.
That's the territory addressed
by OLAP technology.

ROLAP—Relational Online Analyti-

cal Processing —these tools generally use the company's data
warehouse as the target relational multidimensional database designed specifically for
information retrieval. ROLAP
has the ability to grow to enormous size and usually includes
some level of summarization.

ROLAP tools are most useful
when used against those large,
finely tuned data warehouses,
even those approaching ter abyte size. The tradeoff is that
ROLAP tools are slow and must
summarize the raw data before
presenting information to the
user.
Slice and Dice — looking at a database from different viewpoints
or along different dimensions.
Summorization--also called rollup,
consolidation, and aggregation —the ability to move from
examining a subset of the data
to a larger, more inclusive data
sample.
Web Browsers — search engines
that take full advantage of the
OLAP database and provide
the full flexibility of drag and
drop, drill down, formatting,
and concurrent multiuser data
entry. Some of the OLAP
browsers allow users to input
data into hypercubes (the cells
in which data are stored) during a budgeting or planning
process and instantly receive
live updates of the results.

ability that pays off. A financial analyst understands the
numbers and what the numbers mean and focuses on those
that he wants to see. An IS person may interpret the financial
data differently."
Yellin's only major problem now is he has since been promoted to division controller of the Imaging Products Group at
Fuji USA and has to find another hybrid to carry the ball in
his old position. He doesn't think in this day and age that it
will be too difficult. "Finance people constantly deal with
numbers, and the best way to do that is through computers,"
he adds. "They know about computers. They know their PCs.
They know their Excel spreadsheets. And they know how to
manipulate and analyze numbers using the PC. The key is
information."

ABUSINESSBACKGROUNDISKEY

H ee -il Shin also notes the benefits of integrating his business knowledge and OLAP technology into the systems he
manages. Since 1990 the Electronics Division of Samsung
France has recorded an average annual growth rate of 30% in
markets that include multimedia, home appliances, telecomAUGUST 1998
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munications, and information systems.
"Because I know what's possible with this technology, and I
clearly understand our marketing and business issues, I see
the business issues more clearly. And I can relate my business
issues to the system and IT possibilities. I'm not an expert,
but I have a substantial knowledge of business intelligence
tools, and that knowledge enables me to design system prototypes efficiently.
"In marketing and sales planning we developed versions of
our plans on a simultaneous basis three to five times each
year and turned to OLAP technology to improve. Now, using
new business intelligence tools, we tune the plan each month
to adapt to the constantly changing requirements that are
standard today in a global company. Each month we establish
planning and simulations spanning many what -if situations.
Our responsiveness today in managing change would simply
not be possible without our new tools.
"In analytical computer applications, OLAP technology
makes it easier for Samsung sales representatives to analyze
and manage their business and sales results, which includes
analyzing customer and product portfolios with graphic views
of their results. All of these applications are more efficient
because they are developed by marketing people working with
Excel."
Bruce Licht also feels
his business and
accounting backgrounds
are key to the success of
the applications and
solutions he builds. "If I
know the business, like
insurance accounting, I
know what I need to do
for my business or what
the users need because I
am familiar with their
business."
Licht currently is
developing a budgeting
and reporting system
that he intends to roll
out first in the U.S. Then
he plans to use MIS
Alea's Internet Java
Client to go global within the Zurich Insurance
Group. He views the Web and Web browsers as the future of
his systems. "Alea blends in with my view of the world in the
future, which is browser -based in client technology, for things
I want to do within Zurich," he said. "With the Java Client
browser, I don't have to do distributed software. I don't have
to worry about it crashing anybody's system out there, and it
gives me leeway in terms of changes and support for the system. It makes my life and everyone else's life easier. It's a nice
decision - support system that has no maintenance on the
client side. That's big."

Something called controls. "In technology, there's also an audit
trail," Licht continues. "You document the stuff from the cradle to the grave. Documentation is very important. I start
from an idea. I talk to people until I understand exactly how
50
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things work. I did that in accounting, too. How does it work
now? What do you want? How do we apply it? Just go through
the steps. It's the same type of mindset a controlled environ... of what goes on, I
ment. Then, once I have an understanding
apply that knowledge."
Moretti of Bayer says that because he is more in tune with
his end users he can make applications that are more enjoyable to use. "The responses I've gotten from the users [to the
reporting application] has been that they are very impressed
with it. They like it a lot. It lets them do things they were
never able to do before as quickly as they do now."

'Lowering barriers between the idea, the expertise, and the
tool.' Moretti's manager, Werner Baumann, director of planning and international coordination at Bayer Diagnostics,
said, "The financial analyst doesn't have as many resources
today so needs to depend on himself. Flexibility and ease of
use are essential. To me, flexibility also means that you get an
additional rate of independence from program skills, and
that's particularly important now when you have almost permanently changing reporting requirements. What this means
is we are lowering the barriers among the business idea, the
computer expertise, and the software tool. The easier the tool
is to use, the faster the process goes among end users.
"The analyst knows exactly what he wants in a report. You
no longer need this interchanging of revised drafts forth and
back with IT because the analyst now has the tools to do it.
As a result, we spend much less time obtaining information
and spend more time analyzing it."
Hee -il Shin has taken the benefits of better analytical capabilities to help change processes at Samsung. "By integrating
basic business management software, in our case, SAP R/3
with MIS's Alea, we are expanding our ERP (Enterprise
Resource Planning) applications so they now range from purchasing and inventory management to Business Process Management and Reengineering.
"From BPR, we learned the real source of improvement was
the interface between each business subprocess —the hand offs between departments. The supply chain management
process has subprocesses such as forecasting, purchasing,
inventory, and then sales, for example. And the actual sources
of efficiency gain were not only to have the best forecasting
process or the best procurement process.
"Business intelligence tools, with their distributed architecture—client/server data sharing — particularly ease of use and
a fast response time — enabled us to support the subprocess
interconnections. These interconnections are what improves
business efficiency dramatically. We're using the new multidimensional business tools to improve the entire business
process."

WHAT'S AHEAD?

A

s analytical applications continue to become easier and
faster for more end users, the hybrid managers are poised to
continue to lead their global companies over the next decade
in high- impact financial and marketing applications. Bruce
Licht summed up the hybrid's role this way: "Our goal is to
get the information to the users in exactly the form they need
to get the job done so that they make good business decisions —and then get out." ■
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Michael Castelluccio, Editor

A MYOPIC GUARD DOG
message /file were solely the
C erberus, the fierce hound that stood encrypted
result of the algorithm, then if a snoop
guard at the entrance of Hades, had
three heads. As he was able to survey
every direction, the security provided
by this demon of the pit was almost impenetrable. There is today a similar
guard dog that you can set before your
networked computer. Like Cerberus,
Crypto has three heads. Unfortunately,
Crypto's three purveyors are apt to
spend as much time keeping an eye on
each other as they are on protecting
your data and communications.
Crypto (cryptography) is able to secure digital communications on your
computer in practically invincible code.
Present methods of strong encryption
are so good there are federal agencies
fighting tooth and nail to control them.
Hence Crypto's three heads: the software industry that creates encryption
programs, the government (FBI and
National Security Agency [NSA]), and
the criminals of the world. The long
and contentious history of commercial
cr y p t o g r a p h y is i n t e r e st i n g fo r wh a t i t

reveals about the difficulties with
keeping society both free and safe.
Cryptography renders readable
plaintext (like this sentence) into a
scrambled confusion that can be understood only after it has been decrypted back into plaintext. The mathematical algorithm that scrambles the text
(e -mail, file, password, authenticating
signature, and so on) is often controlled by a key. The key is actually a
number, and, the longer the number,
the stronger the code. Just as it would
be easier to figure out the combination
of a lock that had three numbers instead of 40, weak crypto has short
keys.
The distinction between the algorithm and the key is significant. If the
52
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were able to crack the method, he or
she would be able to read all the messages. Keys offer additional levels of
security. Session keys, used only for
that file or message, would yield only
that message to a successful cracker. A
common two -key system, using a private and a public key, adds another dimension. The message is encrypted using a public key. You have published
your public key (like your phone number), and others can use that key to encrypt messages sent to you. The public
key looks like several lines of scrambled numbers and letters (computers
see the letters as numbers). You also
can store on a "key ring" in your computer those public keys of others with
whom you would like to exchange secured information. Just encrypt what
you want to send using their public
key to scramble the message. So where
is the security if all these public keys
have been published? Only the recipient has a key (the private key) to decrypt the messages. Your ability to
scr a m ble t he me ssa g es is on e -wa y; y ou
ha ve no a c c ess t o t he pr i va t e k ey s o f

Pass the CFM Exam.
Gua r a nt e e d
.
L Available by part ,
or we'll refund your purchase price•I
Get the on- demand computerized review for the
on- demand computerized CFM Exam.
Order it. Complete it. Pass the very next time.
Or we'll refund your purchase price!

1- 800 - 272 -PASS, Ext. 2229

LZ1 MicroMash-

Need CPE' CY 1:

f

mac d— 90 bW =:

nr r mi wd a f lee demo x — M- ,Mn h, ,,.
1 - - T 2 r r h a " ply . eau mr ampIH da c
0198 M M . — M. h. 1. Reg
d vademark.. .
Mi Mash.M -Mesh, In, All mher t,, em h - t h e
pmpeny of mar cap ca , nnpame.

others, and, you hope, neither does
anyone else.
You even can embed additional layers by using a one -time session key for
the first encryption, then use your recipient's public key to encrypt the session key into a second encryption of
the message.
Strong crypto can be formidable.
Now let us look at the Data Encryption Standard (DES), which the U.S.
government has adopted as the standard for protecting "sensitive but unclassified" information since 1976. As a
single -key system, the same key is
used to encrypt and decrypt the text.
DES is a 56 -bit key so that the number of possible different configurations
for the key is 256. In other words, you
have a little more than 72 quadrillion
possible combinations for the key. A
brute force attack to decode the message would involve the following steps:
Set up a key combination, try that key,
look and see if the decrypted text
makes sense, and, if not, then set up
the next different key to try. A computer that is able to test one million keys
per second would take 1,000 years to
try all the possible combinations in a
56 -bit key.
Crypto probably would be a far better guard dog than Cerberus ever was
were it not for the legal and political
antipathies. Obviously, Crypto's criminal head has no reason to cooperate
with, or even be comfortable with sharing the same heart with, the other two
heads. The animosity that exists between the other two (government and
the software industry) is more difficult
to excuse.
P r o d u c e r s a n d u se r s o f c r y p t o g r a p h y

want the strongest coding available.
Think of banks involved in international commerce. But the FBI and NSA
do not want cryptography available to
the public that they cannot crack or
that they will not be given copies of
the keys to. So how do you balance the
public's right to private communications and the government's obligation
to protect that public from criminals?
Right now the balance leans heavily
in one direction. Operating through
the Commerce Department, the FBI
and NSA have seriously limited the
development and use of strong crypto.
They have legally classified cryptography as a munition, and if you send a
copy of a cryptography program (or

ear, simply has repeated its rationalization for rigid controls on export by
saying 56 -bit is strong enough.
On July 13 the DES version of Crypto, the fierce cyber guard dog, was
transformed into something that more
closely resembled the Taco Bell half pound hound. The code was cracked,
and not in the projected 1,000 years
that had once been part of the government's safety guarantee —it was done
in 56 hours. Not by a million - dollar
Cray supercomputer, but by 27 PC circuit boards patched together. Not by
the Chinese government, but by a
small nonprofit civil liberties organization here in the United States.
The organization is called the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF at
www.eff.org), and it built the DES
Cracker "to determine just how cheap
or expensive it is to build a machine
that cracks DES usefully... [and to]
educate the public on the truth about
the strength of DES." The machine itself an ordinary personal computer
"connected with a large array of custom chips." The software gets the chips
started by instructing them to search,
and then it sits back waiting for the
chips to find and present to it any
strings of characters they find "interesting." The machine cost about
$200,000 to design and build, well
within the budgets of countries, business and/or criminal organizations and
even many individuals. It can search
92 billion keys per second. That means
that the longest wait anyone would
have for the DES message to be decoded would be measured in days, not centuries. In fact, the weak 40 -bit key encryption that the government presently allows to be exported legally can be
cracked in three to 12 seconds.

The standard falls. As mentioned earlier, there is a brand -name crypto that
carries the seals of approval of the
FBI/NSA/Clinton Administration.
Since November 23, 1976, DES has
been the Kleenex of crypto for the government. The keys, 56 -bit, are the one
size that fits all data — domestic, international, personal, and commercial.
For years, cryptographers have warned
that it was only a matter of time before this strong encryption would wither under a machine's brute force assault. The government, turning a deaf

larking loudly. The first conclusion
drawn by the EFF is that DES is not
secure. If you are using single DES for
anything that is important to you or
your company, look into another system. (Appropriately, the message that
was cracked was, "It's time for those
128 -, 192 -, and 256 -bit keys. ") The EFF
recommends that if you have to use
DES, use three -key triple DES (encrypt each block with the first key, decrypt it with the second, and then encrypt the result with the third key).
The second conclusion is that it is
time for more of the public to join the

software industry that is already leaning on lawmakers to give back Crypto's
growl and to get his teeth out of
escrow.
To ensure that there is no turning
back, the EFF has published a book
that presents the machine design, software source code, and chip source code
in a complete blueprint for anyone who
wants to build a DES Cracker (Cracking DES: Secrets of Encryption Research, Wiretap Politics and Chip Design, available from O'Reilly and Associates— www.oreilly.com). Probably there
are some who will view the publication
of the book as an act of subversion, but
it is just the opposite. It is a warning
that the scaffolding is not safe. If that's
subversive, then how do you classify
statements like, "Your data (or communications) are safe with DES because it

is

some other program that has cryptography within it) that has keys stronger
than 40 -bit, you are subject to a $1
million fine, 10 years in jail, or both.
The government has defined the standard brand (DES) and claims that this
system is strong enough for everyone.
It will entertain the idea of allowing
the export of 56 -bit for certain commercial concerns, but only if the exporters are willing to participate in a
key escrow program. In the escrow program you give a set of your encryption
keys to a third party who will make
them available to law enforcement if
circumstances warrant. In a system
that uses public keys, that would be
like: You have one key to the safe deposit box, the banker has another, and
someone else is given a complete set of
both keys, and you don't have to be notified when that third party is opening
the box.
On June 11, in Washington, an alliance of eight executives representing
the biggest software companies (Microsoft, Lotus, Novell, and so on) presented a study claiming that the government's restrictive export policy on
encryption would cost them $30 billion.
Further, they claimed that if changes
were not made, the policy would kill
electronic commerce.
About a month later, on July 8, the
New York limes reported that the
Clinton Administration was willing to
relax its ban on the export of strong
encryption. With the change, strong
crypto could be exported without key
escrow, but only for banks and financial institutions and only in 45 countries. It looked like Washington had
heard the software execs' complaint.
Or had they gotten wind of a much
bigger event planned for the following
Monday?

Cracker's patched boards search 92 billion
keys per second.
would take a supercomputer months or
years to decrypt them"? The authors
ask an obvious question. If a small,
poorly funded nonprofit group can
build a device that successfully cracks
the code in hours, do you think it is
the only device of its kind in the
world? Look into the eyes of Crypto's
other two watchers, and draw your
own conclusions.
The O'Reilly book does get into the
politics of crypto, but, for a longer journey into the history, MIT Press has recently published Privacy on the Line:
The Politics of Wiretapping and Encryption, written by the inventor of
public key encryption, Whitfield Diffie
(http: / /mitpress. m it. ed u ).
One other curiosity about the O'ReilAUGUST 1998
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Circle No. 24
ly book demonstrates our national
schizophrenia toward encryption and
the printed word. I can buy a copy of
Cracking DES at my local bookstore,
and I can give my copy to you. But if I
were to quote some source code from
pp. 5 -9 in the book, because this column gets posted on our Web site each
month, I would become an unauthorized arms dealer and could face a
decade in prison.
Moore's Law claims that computers
double in power every 18 months. The
encryption formula for DES dates back
to 1976. It should be obvious that the
power of cracking machines is geometrically progressing and that a reasonable strategy for maintaining security
would be to ratchet up the complexity
of encryption to stay ahead. It was inevitable that the buyer's call for "!Yo
Quiero DES" would be replaced with
"How much is that hellhound in the
window ?" ■

PRODUCTSMARKET
International Computer Negotiations,
Inc. (ICN) has released version 2.0 of its
Contract Blana9Wm software. The program provides a detailed database of
supplier and contract profiles. It ensures supplier compliance and performance, manages every type of contract,
prevents automatic renewals, eliminates overpayments and wrong pay54
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ments, and lets you know your rights,
remedies, and obligations. Year 2000 compliant, Contract Manager provides
online help, Turbo Query and reports,
Event Alert, on -site assistance, and
training. Circle No. 23
Intuit Software has released QuickBooks Pro® 6.0. A leader in accounting
software for small businesses, the new
version features a new user setup wizard, new help system, password security system, register sorting, integrated
online payroll service, online direct deposit service, easier payroll, and close
dates for accountants. The program is
multiuser- ready, and 32 -bit for Windows 95 or Windows NT.
Circle No. 25
Wiley VoluSource now offers VoluVMbTm,an automatic financial report

Portable Software of
Redmond, Washington,
has changed its name to
Concur Technologies.
The contact information
in the supplement for
Portable has not changed

writer. ValuWrite drastically reduces
the time used to create a report using
Microsoft Word, Excel, or Lotus 1 -2 -3.
ValuWrite is accessed directly from
Word's menu and toolbar, making it extremely easy to use. It can be used for
any spreadsheet, whether it is for
a sales forecast or for a merger -andacquisition analysis, and it hotlinks
every number, table, and chart back
to the spreadsheet so that when the
spreadsheet changes, so does the written report. Circle No. 26
Netopta, Inc. has announced Netscape
Virtual Office, a "no assembly required"
Web site and communication service
designed specifically for tax consultants. Available on the Internet for a
monthly charge, NVD's Web site template provides tax consultants what
they need to establish a global Internet presence including chat, file downloading, Internet phone, Web -based
conference calling, screen sharing, and
remote control. Circle No. 27
Extensity, Inc. offers the first Java expense report management enterprise
application. Extensity' Expense
Reports is a 100% Pure Java, Web based operational cost management
application for expense report management. It offers scalability and intuitive ease of use in a cross - platform
(Windows, UNIX, and Macintosh) solution that can be fully implemented
in less than 90 days. Extensity offers
a high degree of configurability to allow customers to adapt the application to their organization.
Circle No. 28
RIA Group has introduced a new online information service, Pension and
Benefits Expert Complete on CNECKPOINT.The service provides primary
law, including access to all ERISA cases, as well as analysis by expert practitioners. With Pension and Benefits
Expert Complete, attorneys, CPAs,
and benefits administrators can access research libraries in seconds on
the Web. Information includes characteristics of major types of qualified
plans, qualification requirements, tax
rules for qualified plans, IRAs and
SEPs, tax- sheltered annuities, consequences of disqualification, plan administration, administration and disclosure, and so on. Circle No. 29
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MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTINGPRACTICES

FRCCOMMENTSONCASHFLOW
CONCEPTSSTATEMENT

Terri Funk, CMA, CFM, Editor

T he IMA's Financial Reporting

SMAPRESENTATIONATIMA'S
ANNUALCONFERENCE

T he Management Accounting Committee's (MAC) presentation of two
new Statements on Management Accounting (SMA) at IMNs Annual
Conference in St. Louis was well received. The new SMAs are SMA
4CC, "Implementing Activity -Based
Management: Avoiding the Pitfalls,"
and SMA 4DD, "Tools and Techniques for Implementing Integrated
Performance Management Systems,"
and are part of a collaborative effort
with Arthur Andersen LLP. Matthew
Kolb, senior manager from Arthur
Andersen, presented the highlights of
the two Statements with assistance
from Randolf Holst, CMA, knowledge
manager from Arthur Andersen.
SMA 4CC supplements SMA 4T,
"Implementing Activity -Based Costing" (1993), and discusses the key
differences between activity -based
costing (ABC) and activity -based

Separate yourself
from the crowd...
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Management Accountant) or CFM
(Certified in Financial Management)
Let Lambers show you how you can
achieve these goals right in your own home!
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tors and timely feedback required to
identify opportunities as well as to
take corrective action when problems
arise.
For information about prices and
how to order Statements on Management Accounting (SMAs), contact the
IMA Customer Order Department at
1- 800 - 638 -4427, ext. 278, or fax to
201 - 573 -9507. ■

Matt Kolb, Arthur Andersen, presents two
new SMAs at IMA's Annual Conference.
management (ABM), the implementation phases of ABM, and common
ABM pitfalls and solutions. Whereas
SMA 4T was limited to ABC, this
Statement discusses how ABC /ABM
provides cost and operating information to help create and improve
processes to increase customer and
shareholder value in an organization.
This Statement emphasizes that
analysis, not control, must be the focus of managers using financial and
nonfinancial information in a
process - driven, customer - centered
organization.
SMA 4DD discusses the phases in
implementing an integrated performance management system (I -PMS).
This Statement supplements SMA
4U, "Developing Comprehensive Performance Indicators" (1995). Described in this new Statement are
tools and techniques that can facilitate implementation efforts, some
common key performance indicators
(KPIs) to guide the process, and
some common pitfalls. By integrating
financial and nonfinancial performance measures, an I -PMS provides
management with the leading indica-

Committee (FRC) met with the
trustees and staff of the Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB)
in June and continued to discuss the
Committee's concerns with the
FASB's Exposure Draft (ED) of the
Proposed Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts, "Using Cash Flow
Information in Accounting Measurements." The FRC remains very interested in this issue and recently sent
the FASB a second comment letter
(the first comment letter was sent
October 31, 1997) that expresses several observations. The Committee understands that the initial exposure
period for this ED did not garner
significant response from the public.
In the Committee's view, this limited
public reaction indicates a lack of
understanding of the impact of this
proposed Concepts Statement. The
concepts that the Committee perceives not to be commonly understood by all parties at present
include: risk adjustments, entity -specific value, and the use of the expected cash flow approach. Therefore,
the Committee believes that formal
re- exposure of this ED is a critical
step so that a more engaged discussion of the issues with the constituency can occur. Along with reexposure of the ED, the Committee
also urges the Board to provide examples of the concepts in use and to
discuss the ED's potential impact on
current theory.
The FRC comment letter is available free by request to Nora Altavilla, IMA, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale,
NJ 07645 or fax: (201) 573 -0639, and
it is also available on the IMA Web
site at www.imanet.org. ■

Short On Time?

Earning Your CPE Credits
Can Be As Fast As Reading
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING°
To earn CPE Credits, read the specified
articles in MANAG EMENT Acc oUNTI NG ° . *
Complete the quarterly CPE self -study
quiz by answering the 50 multiple
choice questions, and return the
answer sheet for grading to the Institute. You will receive a Certificate of

Completion stating that you have
earned six recommended CPE Credits
in specified fields of study. You can
earn up to 24 hours of CPE Credits
each year for only $129.00, or six
hours of CPE Credits each quarter for
only $35.00.

To Order Call 1 -800- 638 -4427, ext. 278
For Information Call 1- 800 - 638 -4427, ext. 213
'The North Carolina State Board of C P A Examiners does not accept CPE Credits for reading MANAGEMENT Ac c ouNTING''
and taking a self -study quiz. However, regular self -study CPE Courses continue to be acceptable for C P A s to claim for credit.

RESEARCH
AnthonyGambin,CPA
CAM-1STUDYAVAILABLE
TOIMAMEMBERS

T he Trustees of IMA's Foundation
for Applied Research, Inc. (FAR) have
selected a soon- to -be- released Consortium for Advanced ManufacturingIn ternational (CAM -I) publication as being of interest to IMA members. It
will be sent free to subscribers of
IMA s Research Publications Service
(RPS). The study, The Service Process
Measurement: Breaking the Code —
Applying Activity Based Performance
Measures to Service Processes, was developed by the CAM -I Service Process
Interest Group.
This study provides a systemic ap-

proach to developing and applying
activity -based performance measures
to service processes — activities that
usually have intangible outputs.
While there is extensive literature
on applying ABC in a manufacturing
operation, little guidance exists for
service processes in either manufacturing or service organizations. This
publication is intended to fill that
gap by guiding the reader through
the identification and analysis of service activities, the development of
performance measures, and an understanding of cost relationships. The
report contains three case studies
that illustrate the techniques
developed.
RPS is an annual service that
costs only $85 ($120 for international
members) and provides subscribers
with all new IMA research reports,

FARCONTRIBUTIONS
(12 months ende d Jun e 30, 1998)
Corporations and
Organizations
($10,000 and above)
Andersen Consulting
Boeing Company
($5,000-$9,999)
Claremont Graduate School
Coopers & Lybrand
Ernst & Young
($1,000 - $4,999)
Advanced Micro Devices
Chrysler Corporation Fund
Fortune Brands
ITT Automotive
Ohio Council
Johnson & Johnson
Rockwell Automation
(Under $ 1,000)
Barnet Consulting
Bergen - Rockland Chapter
Boehringer Ingelheim
Carolinas Council
Michigan Regional Council
New York Chapter
Ricoh Corporation
Joseph E. Seagram & S ons
University of Texas — Dallas
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Individuals
($100 and above)
Alfred M. King
C.S. "Bud" Kulesza
IMA Vice Presidents 1997 -98
(Under $100)
Debra Allen
Thomas Archer
David Blasko
Thomas H. Cannon
Lee W. DeBoer
Jean R. Etcheverry
Emma A. Fluker
Judith M. Grimes
Olivia J. Hoecker
Charles P. Huffman
John A. Macdonald
Joe Meuo
Charles H. Mott
Frederick Pauker
Neal Penney
Starla Reichow
Bob Richardson
Stephen T. Rossi
Doug Schoenoff
Brant D. Thornton
Mr. Van Smithen
Craig Wellspring
Hideo Yazawa

Statements on Management Accounting (SMAs), and selected studies of
other professional organizations that
are deemed of interest to IMA members. This study will be available for
sale to others by the end of August,
price $20, from IMNs Customer Order Department, 1- 800 -638 -4427, ext.
278; fax: (201) 573 -9507; e-mail:
jpirard@imanet.org. ■

CONTRIBUTIONGOALEXCEEDED

A s a nonprofit educational organization, FAR depends heavily on the
generous support of the business community and individuals to help it continue to produce quality research in
management accounting and financial
management. For the 12 months ended June 30, 1998, a total of $67,500
was donated to FAR. This amount exceeded our goal of $60,000, which was
double the previous year's contributions. The FAR Trustees would like to
sincerely thank the contributors listed
in the box on this page for their
generosity.
Our goal of $140,000 for next year
is aggressive. Therefore, we encourage our constituents to make tax deductible contributions to FAR.
Once again we want to thank our
past contributors for their donation
and urge them t o renew and increase it, if possible, this year. You
may make a donation in several
ways:
•

Include it on your dues
statement;
• Include it on the publication order
form;
• Return it with the donor portion
of FAR's fund - raising brochure,
which explains the benefits of
making an investment in FAR's
research program. For a copy of
the brochure, call Elena Savchuck
at 1- 800 - 638 -4427, ext. 296;
• Or, simply send a check payable
to IMAFAR, Inc., Attention:
Research Department, 10 Paragon
Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645.
If you want to make a corporate
investment and discuss projects of
mutual benefit, please call Tony
Gambin, IMA Research Department,
1- 800 - 638 -4427, ext. 212; e-mail:
tgambin@imanet.org. ■
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THELEADER INFINANCIALPLACEMENT
Leadership. Many have claimed it. One has achieved it.
Robert Half is the world's leader in specialized financial
recruiting with more than 200 offices worldwide.

Accountant
Attention recent accounting and
finance graduates: looking to get into
the world of accounting and finance?
Premier investment company seeks
bright, energetic accountants for its
mutual fund department. Start your
career off on the right foot! Full
benefits and salary to $29,000.

Financial Analyst
Wouldn't you love to work for a
dynamic, growing international company? Our US headquarters is in
search of a professional who wants
to grow with this company. Do you
have three plus years' experience in
budgeting and analysis with exposure
to international accounting? Then this
may be the perfect opportunity for
you! Salary to $42,000 plus bonus.

Corporate Payroll Manager
Time to step up! Multibillion dollar,
high -tech company offers a challenging opportunity to an individual with
10 plus years' payroll and at least
three years' management experience.
Ideal candidate will flourish in a
volume- driven, transaction - oriented
environment. CMA preferred. Salary
to $60,000 plus full benefits.

Senior Corporate Accountant
Prominent real estate development
and property management firm has
challenging opportunity available.
Candidate will develop an in -depth
understanding of project and construction issues, property management and corporate reporting. Great
benefits in a dynamic environment!
Salary to $50,000.

Staff Accountant
Multibillion dollar consumer products
company seeks a professional for its
international headquarters. Position
provides exposure to the full accounting cycle and has unlimited growth
potential. Ideal candidate will have
at least one year of experience and a
Bachelors degree in accounting. CPA
or CPA seeking preferred. Salary to
$38,000.

Senior Accountant
Large national financial services company has challenging opportunity for
an individual with at least two years'
experience and a minimum of one
year in a supervisory role. Responsibilities include assisting with the
monthly close, performing weekly and
monthly cash forecasting, overseeing
accounts payable and various financial analysis and special project work.
Compensation includes salary to
$43,000.

Accounting Supervisor
$100 million construction contracting
company seeks a CMA to assume
responsibility for all contract billing
issues including accounts payable,
accounts receivable and payroll. Ideal
candidate will have three plus years'
experience. Construction accounting
background a plus. Compensation
includes salary to $50,000.

Financial Analyst
High - growth publishing company
seeks an individual to be responsible
for consolidating and analyzing financial statements and making recommendations to upper management.
Ideal candidate will have two plus
years' experience. Hyperion software
knowledge a plus. Salary to $45,000
plus benefits.

Senior Accountant
Exciting opportunity available at this
$400 million automotive supplier.
Candidate will be responsible for full
financial statement preparation. CMA
preferred. Salary to $55,000 plus a
great benefits package.

Systems Administrator
International law firm seeks an individual to act as a liaison between
the accounting and IS departments.
Responsibilities will focus on troubleshooting, training and report
writing. Two plus years' experience,
knowledge of relational database
systems and MS office products
required. Salary to $40,000 with
benefits.

Property Staff Accountant
One of the nation's premier managers
of regional shopping centers seeks an
individual for financial statement
preparation, annual settlements of
expense recovery billings and various
special projects. Strong working
knowledge of Excel or Lotus
required, real estate industry experience a plus. Compensation includes
salary to $38,000.

International
Finance Manager
Local manufacturing company offers
a great opportunity to an individual
with a strong banking/finance background. Eight plus years' international experience a must, strong verbal
and written communications skills
preferred. CMA ideal. This company
offers full benefits and salary to
$100,000.

Accountant
International manufacturing company
seeks an individual with two plus
years' experience in payroll, fixed
asset and general accounting. Good
verbal and written communications
skills preferred, CMA a plus. Salary
to $45,000 plus benefits.

Senior Manager — Audit
Local public accounting firm offers an
excellent opportunity to an individual
with five plus years' SEC experience.
Duties will include managing audit
engagements and staff development.
Candidate will be client- service
oriented. Manufacturing and Big
Five experience a must. Salary to
$100,000 with great benefits.

Accountant
Multimillion dollar company is looking for a recent accounting graduate
to join its team. Responsibilities
include maintaining property accounting files, preparing journal entries for
fixed asset transactions, preparing
monthly, quarterly and annual schedules for management and other special projects. Salary to $26,000 plus
full benefits package.

Assistant Controller

Accountant

Assistant Controller

Highly recognized private foundation
Large private holding company is
Rapidly growing medical practice
seeks a hands -on individual to oversee
looking for an individual with three
management group seeks a dynamic
all accounting and investment issues.
individual with at least one year Big
plus years' experience, preferably in
Position will supervise two staff
Five or national accounting experipublic accounting. Strong communiaccountants, two clerical individuals
ence. Duties to include financial
cation
and
analytical
skills
required,
and reports directly to the Controller.
reporting, cash flow and financial
CPA a plus. Great benefits package
Ideal candidate will possess a CPA or
analysis. Heavy interaction with outincluding salary to $49,000.
MBA, nonprofit experience, two plus
side
auditors. Ideal candidate will be
years' Big Five experience and solid
computer
literate with strong spreadPlant
Controller
organizational skills. An individual
sheet
skills.
This organization offers
seeking stability and looking to create
Electronics manufacturing company
excellent
benefits
and a great oppora home at this company is ideal. This
seeks a CMA with 10 plus years'
tunity for career growth. Salary to
is a highly visible position with many
related experience and a strong
$45,000.
opportunities for growth. Salary to
understanding of various costing sys$75,000 plus benefits.
Senior Accountant
tems including multiple locations.
Director
Other responsibilities include strategic
Major publishing company seeks a
planning
and risk analysis of the
International manufacturing company
CMA to lead a small staff and develproduct lines. High -tech electronics
seeks a CMA to oversee a staff of
op superior knowledge of financial
industry experience preferred. Salary
four. Candidate will be responsible
systems. Ideal candidate will oversee
to $80,000 plus an excellent benefits
for all areas of the accounting operathe monthly, quarterly and annual
tion, including preparation of all
package.
reporting and analysis of this $75
month -end reports and financial statemillion division. Great benefits with
ments (income, balance and statement International Tax Manager
salary to $50,000.
of cash flow analysis). Excellent
Growing telecommunications compaopportunity with a growing organizaExecutive Vice President
ny seeks a tax professional with 10
tion. Excellent benefits including
plus years' experience. Candidate will
Quasi - municipal agency is looking to
salary to $60,000 and bonus.
fill an executive -level position which
oversee development of the tax
Controller
will oversee four departments and
department while company expands
report directly to the President. The
revenues through the one billion dolFast - growing, publicly- traded media
main responsibilities are to develop
lar mark. This company offers full
company seeks a top notch accounting
and implement policies and proceprofessional to join its team. Responbenefits including salary to $100,000
sibilities will include financial reportdures and to insure efficient internal
plus stock options.
ing, budgeting, forecasting and varicontrol. Ideal candidate will have a
ance analysis. Broad -based analytical, Accountant /Financial Analyst
very strong finance and operations
problem - solving and team - building
background. At least eight years'
Immediate opportunity available for
skills required. Five plus years' experiwork experience and a BS in accountindividual with a real estate backence in a related industry desirable,
ing required, MBA/CPA strongly
any computer experience a plus. This
ground at this growing firm. Good
desired. Salary to $100,000.
position is highly visible and offers
written and verbal communications
opportunity to grow quickly with
Senior Accountant
skills ideal, job costing experience
the organization. CMA preferred.
preferred. Salary to $45,000 with
Blue chip advertising organization
Salary to $65,000 with benefits.
full benefits.
seeks a professional to maintain its
Senior Cost
worldwide databases and perform
Financial Analyst
profit and loss statement analysis.
Accountant /Analyst
Duties also include client profitability
Software developer is looking for a
Be part of a power team! High report
analysis, balance sheet preparaprofessional with an operations backgrowth manufacturing company is
tion
and
analysis, special projects and
ground relative to budgeting, forecastlooking for a seasoned professional
corporate income and expense analying, sales, cost of sales and profit
with five plus years' manufacturing
sis.
Four plus years' work experience
analysis.
Strong
computer
skills
experience. Bilingual (Spanish/
required,
CMA a plus. Excellent benrequired. Salary to $60,000 plus
English) a must, MBA preferred.
efits
and
growth
opportunity. Salary
Full benefits package and salary
excellent benefits package.
to
$55,000.
to $55,000.

Call now for a FREE copy of our 1998 Salary Guide!
For more information on these and other professional opportunities,
call Robert Half at 800.474.4253 to be connected directly with
your local office, or visit our website at www.roberthalf.com

AfterAllOfThese
Years
OfEarnin
YO
UM
sDona
YOUT i it's
TimeT1oldearned
o k ?
Think ofus as your flight in-

structor.Wecanhelpyoursolo
career takewingWevebeenin
thebusinessofhelpingaccountantsstarttheir ownbusinessfor

30yearssoit'snotsurprisingwe're
America's #1 accounting franchise.
Wellgiveyouthetaxexpertise,
the systems and the support you
need toget, and keep, new clients.
Callusat1-800-323-7292.We
have what it takes tohelp your
career take off.

RMET
BUSINESS SERVICES
160HAWTHORNEPARK-ATHENS,GA30606

E a r n a n M B A d e g r e e fo r
abou t $ 2,00 0 . CMAs ma y
get credit for up to half
the MBA. No class
attendance necessa ry.
Meets professional
CE sta nda rds.

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
CHARTER specializes in the placement of
Accounting professionals nationwide.
Positions range from Cost Acctg. Managers
to CFOs. Please call to discuss current
positions at: 800-700 -0103
Fax your resume to: 423-992 -9191
Visit our website at:
www.bfservs.conL/charter/charter.html
Charter Career Consultants, Inc.
P.O. Box 908 ■ Maynardville, TN 37807
Our client companies pay our fees.
F- O- R- T -U -N -E of Columbia has won the
National Top Office Production Award for
15 consecutive years. We Specialize in
Manufacturing Accounting opportunities
nationwide. Current opportunities include:
• CFO
• Cost Manager
• Controller
• Financial Analyst
• VP Finance
• Tax and Audit
s
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T - M- u -n -elt
ConsmUenb oJColumbia, Inc.

PO Box 23728, Dept. MA
Columbia , SC 29224
Pho ne (803) 788 -8877 ■ Fax (8 03) 788 -1509
Web Site: httpJ /www.conterra .com/fortu ne
All Fees Paid

FI N ANC I AL jo b s. co m —
ON T H E I N T E R N E T
NOTABLE JOB OPPORTUNITIES!
h t t p J/ww w . F I N A N C I A I j o b s . c o m
Micha el Mu ll er
S c o t t M a r l o w Ag e n c y

Rand Graduate School
of M a na gement

CPEI 1 0 0 + topics—
MS Office, Internet, W W W,
accou nting, auditing,
t a x a nd m o re — i n t h e

FREE MicroMash
CPE catalog. Multimedia,
disk-based, all self-study.
Call 1- 800-272 -7277, Ext. 4226

National
Audit Program
needs national
representation
in various states
for their clients.
(619) 793 -2233
Fax: (619) 350 -0481
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Send resumes to:
Robert Greenwell

CMA EXAM FL AS HCARD
REVIE W SY ST EM
Pa ss Now ... in a FL A S H !
• O v e r 1,00 0 fla shca rds
• FR EE i nfor ma ti on k it
Call (800) 435 -3769
FAX (609) 588 -0235
Vi s i t h t t p:/ /ww w . t u t o r i a l g r o u p . c o m
Mention this ad for $ 20 OFF complete set
order. CFM/CPA Flashca rds a lso a vaila ble.
T he T u to ri al Gr ou p, In c.
1 0 6 Ve r sa i l l e s C o u r t
T r e n t o n , NJ 0 8 6 1 9

W i se G u i d e s, I n c .
CMA EXAM REVIEW SO FTW ARE
$ 9 9 DOWN — $ 9 9 O NLY
AF T E R Y O U P AS S
Over 1 2 00 qu estions with 6 00 0 a nswer
ra tiona les. Exclusive Hypertext Section.
Combined 3 6 years experience teaching
CMA review courses in one extra ordinary
progra m. Ea ch pa rt a s low as $3 0 down.
Visit u s a t httpJ /www.wiseguides.com
Ca ll 1 -800- 713 -2098
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Sapling Corporation
www.sapling.com

11
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Synex Systems Corp.
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14
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University of Phoenix
www.uophx.edu/cpeinet

29
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The W all Street Journal

51

Worth IT Software
www.worthits oftware.com

19

Robert Half International Inc.
Robert Half Marketplace

Telephone: (800) 604 -6805
FAX: (800) 748 -0709
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www.softinfo.com
SQL Financials International, Inc.
www.sglfinancials.com

17

T h e af f ord ab le and ef f ec ti ve
way to reach your market.
For information or
space reservations call...
IPC

ENTERPRISES

2121252.0222

Personalized Customized Group
Training For Your Executive Team
nstitute of Management Accountants' in -house training has
been designed to provide comprehensive, hands -on learning that will increase the productivity and effectiveness of
your executives and their team. Over 40 courses are offered,
and specialized training can be customized to your specific
needs.
:• You can emphasize issues pertinent to your company.
: • Your staff can be trained at the same time, hear the
same message, and interact as a team.
Your staff will gain knowledge and skills that can be
implemented immediately.
4- You select the training time and location that are most
convenient.
You will realize significant savings in time, travel,
lodging, and course fees.
All programs qualify for continuing professional
education credit.
t

a

Aow%
, .

Institute of
.00
Management AccountantsNIP,

For more information, or to request our latest catalogue,
please call Peter Kurtin at 1 -800- 638 -4427, ext. 213.
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ontinuing
Education
Kristine Mayer Brands, CMA, Editor

DOINGMOREWITHLESS:
1998CONTROLLERS'CONFERENCE
available to financial professionals on
t the 1998 Controllers' Conference in
A
the Internet. By understanding the caChicago last May, Hayward Bell, CMA,
director, systems planning & professional development, Air Products &
Chemicals, Inc., discussed his experience with leading the human aspects
of the change management process. He
identified several critical success factors to overcome "people resistance"
that often sabotages change programs.
These factors include:
• Shared image of changed
organization,
• Focus on three to four themes,
• Strong leadership,
• Involvement/ownership down the
line,
• Alignment of performance measures
and rewards.
The theme of this year's annual IMA
event was "Doing More with Less: The
Impossible Dream." The conference focused on the challenge controllers and
financial professionals of the 1990s
face during an era of cost cutting,
reengineering, reorganizing, and corporate downsizing. Strategies for facing
and dealing with these challenges were
presented by nationally known experts
in leading -edge financial issues, and
several IMA members working on the
controllership front line also
participated.

The 'Net payoff. John Graves, president of the Kent Information Services,
Inc., and the publisher of a newsletter,
the Internet Bulletin for CPAs, presented an overview of tools and resources
64
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pability of the Internet, financial managers can realize major cost and time
savings. The payoffs include:
•

Lower communication costs by using Internet phone and fax,
• Improved research by using search
engines and databases, and
• Electronic bill presentation and collection, which dramatically reduce
transaction costs.

The ABCs of doing more with less.
Edward Safran, CMA, CFM, vice president, finance, for Credit Data of New
England, Inc., presented an "A -to -Z"
list of tips on how to successfully do
more with less. He believes that the
controller plays a pivotal role in driving more -with -less campaigns. The
key attribute is having a flexible, positive, can -do attitude. Successful controllers take pride in their work and do
a great job every time.
Closely related to attitude is the
commitment to excellence —the discipline to do things right the first time.
Methods to measure what is accomplished are very important. For example, using benchmarking to allow comparisons is an excellent measurement
tool. Saying no is also key because
without being able to hold the line, the
important things won't get done. Saying no means even saying no to the
president of the company if necessary.

Workpoint cost accounting: a new standard. Mike Schmidt, principal in Com-

monwealth Advisors, a commercial real
estate transaction and advisory firm,
presented an overview of workpoint
cost accounting, a methodology he
helped to develop. With the growth of
telecommuting and virtual offices,
workpoint cost accounting identifies
the direct and indirect costs of nontraditional workplaces. An ABC model allocates the indirect costs associated
with an employee's workpoint. The cost
focus becomes worker- centered instead
of space- centered.
Layers of cost associated with an individual worker are considered: direct
space, direct support and equipment,
connectivity, and indirect support and
equipment. By subjecting workpoint
costs to a comprehensive cost analysis,
managers are provided with a model to
evaluate and compare workpoint costs.
Gary Unger, president of Link Systems, presented a demonstration of the
Workpoint Systems Module software
tool that implements the concepts of
workpoint accounting and quantifies
the analysis. This easy -to -use software
captures and allocates the cost analysis underlying workpoint accounting.
Flexible reports and analysis are
available.
SMA 4BB, Accounting Classification
of Workpoint Cost," defining this
methodology is available from IMA.

Valuable forum. This Controllers' Conference was an outstanding forum for
controllers and financial professionals.
It was a valuable educational experience as well as an opportunity to meet
your peers to share experiences and to
seek advice. Conference attendees included controllers and financial professionals from start -up companies to
those with more than $1 billion in annual revenues. Numerous university
professors also attended.
Information about the 1999 Controllers' Conference will be mailed in
early Spring 1999. Also, visit the IMA
Web site — www.imanet.org —for the
schedule of other IMA conferences
and seminars, or call Loren Woolfe at
1- 800 - 638 -4427, ext. 302.
Kri sti ne Mayer Brands, CMA, is controll er,
Berkele y Software Design, Inc. She is a member of the IM A Commi tte e on Education. She
can be reached by phone (719) 457 -8407; fax
(719) 457 -8445; or e-mail: brandsk0absdi.com.

"ABRA SUITE" has vastly
improved how we communicate
information. It's like
having ANOTHER PERSON
in the department."
While other HR /Payroll

verifying whether the data's

systems are costly and labor

correct." Phil also adds, "Abra

intensive, Abra Suite. the fully-

Suite's information is well

integrated HRIS from Best, is

presented and easy to access.

quite the opposite. Just ask

It's like having another person

Phil Trudeau, Vice President of

in our department."

Human Resources at Sebago Inc.
"Abra HR" really freed up my

More than 17.000 companies
Vice

time. I've been able to concen-

Phil T r u d e o u
P r e s i d e n t of H u m a n

Re s o ur c e s

rely on Abra Suite from Best

Se b a g o In c .

Software for their HR /Payroll

trate on strategic planning and forecasting rather

solutions. Call today to see how Abra Suite can

than spending time designing reports and

help your company save time and money.

ABRA

S U I T E i s Best!

FREE 30 - DAY TRI AL!
CALL 8 0 0 - 4 2 4 - 9 3 9 2 TODAY!
Or visit us at www.bestsoftware.com
Abra HR is a registered trademark and Abra Suite is a trademark of Abra Software. Inc.. which is a wholly -owned subsidiary of Best Software. Inc.
The Best[ logo is a registered trademark of Best Software, Inc.
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I I L STEWART
EXPORT INC

Pr e s e nt i ng Pow e r Pur c ha si ng fr om Ame r i c a n E xpr e ss - The only purchasing card system custom fit to
control costs and paperwork to take business further. From seasonal help to monthly supplies, Power Purchasing
offers electronic time -card reporting, automated invoicing and other features that help expand the way business
works. And with 24 -hour support service available every day, purchasing departments can get what they want all
year long. Call 1-800- 492 -4920 to learn how Power Purchasing can help your company do more.

www.americanexpress.com/cpc

do more
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